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Altenkirch to visit

WELCOME TO MURRAY

Second candidate here Tuesday
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer

AMY WILSON/Ledger & Times photo

Members of the Murray State University board of regents met with Dr. G. David Gearhart Sunday night.
Gearhart will spend Monday touring the campus. He is the first presidential candidate to visit the university.
Pictured from left to right, Regents Dr. Frank Julian, Bob Matthews, Gearhart and Sid Easley.

Dr. Robert A. Altenkirch of
Starkville, Miss., will visit the
Murray State University campus
Tuesday as the second in a series
of presidential candidates.
Altenkirch, 45, is dean of the
college of engineering and professor of mechanical engineering
at Mississippi State University.
"Dr. Altenkirch has an
impressive educational experience that includes 13 years teaching at the University of Kentucky," said search chairman Sid
Easley. "He is a straightforward
fellow who impresses you as an
excellent problem-solver."
The St. Louis, Mo., native is
married and has two children.
He graduated from Affton
High School in St. Louis County,
Mo., and received a bachelor's
degree in mechanical engineering
from Purdue University in 1970.
He received a master's degree

ROBERT ALTENKIRCH

chairman of mechanical engineermg and professor, associate professor and assistant professor of
mechanical engineering.
Prior to his stint at UK, he was
a graduate instructor of research
at Purdue University's School of
Mechanical Engineering in West
Lafayette, Ind.
In addition, he was a Cummins
Engine Company Fellow in the
department of mechanical engineering at the University of California at Berkeley.
A registered professional engineer in Mississippi, he is a member of the Mississippi Engineering Society, National Society of
Professional Engineers, American
Society for Engineering Education and American Society of
Mechanical Engineers.
Jane Flowers, secretary in the
College of Engineering at MissisSippi
said she has worked

from the University of California
at Berkeley in 1971, followed by
a doctorate from Purdue University in 1975.
From 1975 to 1988, Altenkirch
worked at the University of
Kentucky. Among his positions were • See Page 2

Storms sweep through Southeast claiming 41 lives
By JAY REEVES
Associated Press Writer
PIEDMONT, Ala. (AP) — A
colorful Easter Week pageant
turned into a horror show when a
tornado rained bricks on a
crowded country church, killing
21 people. A band of storms
claimed at least 41 lives in all as
it pounded the Southeast.
Deadly twisters and violent
thunderstorms battered churches,
hundreds of houses and a nursing

home on Palm Sunday. Twentythree people were killed in Alabama, 15 in Georgia, two in
North Carolina and one in Tennessee. In addition, a Georgia
man died while helping in the
cleanup from the storm.
More rain fell in the Southeast
early today. Heavy showers and
thunderstorms were in the forecast for the region, with hail and
tornadoes possible from central
,Florida across Georgia and into

the Carolinas.
The Goshen United Methodist
Church was devastated in seconds. The pageant and the start of
Holy Week had attracted 140
people, far more than the usual
turnout of 50. Ninety people were
injured — many of them trapped
in the rubble for as long as an
hour.
"The power had gone off, but
everyone just kept singing," said
Carol Scroggin, who was at the

altar leading the drama when the
storm struck at about 11:30 a.m.
"Nobody had a chance to do
anything. It was so quick."
Christa Rhinehart, 16, remembered the song "Jehovah Jireh"
filling the air one minute. The
next minute, debris began flying
through windows, a brick wall
crumbled inward and the ceiling
crashed down around her.
"I just remember glass breaking," she said. "I started scream-

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
because of conflicts with the
judge says he's comfortable with
defense attorneys' schedules.
the decision to have five teenThe commonwealth attorney's
agers accused in the shooting
office now will seek indictments
death of a McCracken County
by presenting evidence against
youth and the wounding of the youths to a grand jury.
another stand trial as adults.
The boys told police the movie
McCracken District Judge
"Menace II Society" inspired
Craig Clymer said Kunta K. them to shoot motorists and steal
Sims, 17; Steven Johnson, 16; their cars. The movie focuses on
Caryon Johnson, 14; Sylvester the crime and poverty that permeBerry, 16; and Calvin Smith, 17, ate some parts of-inner-city Los
were certified as adults during a
Angeles.
13-hour hearing Saturday.
Sims, who was 16 at the time
The youths are accused in con- of Pearson's death, is charged
nection with the Jan. 23 shooting
with murder, two counts of comdeath of James Allen "Shane" plicity to attempted murder, kidPearson, 16, of Lone Oak and the napping, two counts of attempted
early-morning shooting of Matth- kidnapping, first-degree robbery,
ew Fiorentini, 19, on Jan. 24.
complicity to first-degree rob"I really am comfortable we bery, felony theft by unlawful
went through all the procedures taking and complicity to
that were necessary," Clymer attempted theft by unlawful taksaid. "I'm comfortable what ing. Clymer said Sims will be
we've done today and in the past held without bond because he is
few weeks will hold up."
charged with a capital offense.
The judge said the session was
scheduled for Saturday mainly • See Page 2

STACEY CROOK,LeOger & T,rnes photo

Calloway County Fire-Rescue volunteers work to extinguish a blaze
at the home of Harold Anderson, located off Ky. 280 on Old MurrayNew Concord Road. Firefighters responded to the blaze at 4:23 p.m.
Sunday. Major fire damage was reported to the front of the structure.
A cause has not been determined, but the State Fire Marshal's Office
Is Investigating. Four trucks and 22 men responded to the call.

• "Family Fun with the Eggs-pens'
will be held at 7 p m Tuesday at North
Elementary School arid at 3 p m Wednesday al East Elementary School
Reservations must be made by calling
753-3070 by Monday and leaving a message including the laihily name, the number ol children participating and which
session is most convenient

A huge yellow crane lifted the
roof so rescuers could remove 16
bodies from the wreckage. Two
other worshipers died later, and a
man was killed in a van outside
the church.
Twisters damaged two other
churches within 30 miles of Piedmont, a town of 6,000 residents
about 70 miles west of Atlanta.
In Guntersville, Ala., the roof
MI See Page 2

Teen-agers will
be tried as adults

FIRE & SMOKE

NOTICE

ing for my mama, and she was
right beside me."
Bricks were slung through the
air like balls, hitting victims in
the head or covering them in
heaps. Coroner Larry Tucker said
most of the dead were.seated near
the outside wall that gave way.
At least seven children were
killed. Mrs. Scroggin said many
youngsters-were seated beside the
wall, waiting their turn to sing in
the pageant.

N
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Murray State University students majoring in pre-vet and animal tech
provided basic care for local pets Saturday.

Senate panel approves comp plan
By BRUCE GRAY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
After two members walked out in
protest, the Senate Labor and
Industry Committee today
approved a workers' compensa-

SPORTS
IO The NCAA Men's Final Four is all set
as Arkansas will take On AlIZOnd and
Florida will face Duke Saturday night in
Charlotte, N C. Florida is making its hist
appearance in the Final Four

Page 6

tion bill that could significantly
cut benefits to employees injured
on the job.

—A reduction in the amount of
benefits a worker is eligible for
‘vhen he or she returns to work.

The bill contains several provisions backed by insurance, business and medical interests,
including:

—Elimination of a proposed
state insurance fund to compete
with private companies.
—A reduction in some black

EVENTS
• Rep. Tom Barlow will host a citizens meeting Tuesday at 2 p.m in the
Weeks Community Center auditOfiUM IO
discuss health care and welfare reform,
crime cvntrol and agriculture policies.
• Murray State University's board
of regents will meet in special session
tomorrow night at 8.30 p.m in the board
room in Wells Hall. The meeting is open
the

B;IEFL

"What you fellows did is take
care of all the people other than
the worker," Sen. Kelsey Friend,
D-Pikeville, told committee

III See Pap 2
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Altenkirch's schedule

•Storms..

John Fitzgibbon, interim vice
president for university relations and administrative services: Dr. Don Robertson,
associate vice president for
student affairs; and the deans.
*Meeting with students from
1:30 to 2:30 p.m. in the Barkley Room.
'Meeting with faculty from
2:45 to 3:45 p.m. in the Barkley Room.

Sian Ripon
FROM PAGE 1
was blown off a nursing home
The tornadoes were part of a
spring storm system that began
with warm, Moist au moving off
the Gulf of Memo early Sunday.
which :Lashed with a cold front
suited in Tennessee Rain continued throughout the area into
this morning
Eight of the deaths in Georgia
were in Pickens County, near the
1..nnelSee line
Barbara Turner crouched near
the chimney of her home in Old
Icrusalem, Ga.. with a 10-monthold granddaughter and four other
relatives. All survived, but four
ot them ended up in a ditch
across the road
Six bodies from the mobile
home next door were strewn over
a half mile
•it just picked everything up
and just twirled it around and

then the ground looked like it
was just corning up around,Turner said "Anti then belore
you knew it everything was NO
— everything was clearing out of
the way Everything just turned
to rubbk "
Dozens of others were injured
and four shelters were set up in
north Georgia, where Red Cross
Spokesman Don Stephens said at
least 200 homes were heavily
damaged by tornadoes
In Alabama, in addition to the
21 people killed an the church
collapse, the, nearby northeast
Alabama towns of Ragland and
Jacksonsille reported one death
each. A tornado in Shelby County, to the southwest. Sunday
afternoon injured more than AO
but no deaths were reported
there
In eastern Tennessee, a hiker in
the Great Smoky Mountains
drowned in a rain-swollen creek
,

•Altenkirch...
FROM PAGE 1
with Altenkirch tor six years.
"He is a great person and
extremely fair," she said. "He is
supportive of staff and taculty
and works well with the
students."
Flowers said Altenkirch has
been instrumental in organizing
seseral projects to get students
more involved on campus.

w

••

His special interests include
sailing and playing soccer. He
also enjoys working with his
research, which specializes in
combustive engineering (flame
spreading).
"He has done quite a bit of
research with NASA and has had
several of his experiments go up
with the space shuttles," .Flowers
said

dunng an afternoon deluge
In Charlotte, N.C.. tornadoes
stripped away the walls of A public housing complex and npped
the roof off an eiementars school
A man standing in front ot his
home was killed by a lightning
bolt.
"It was lightning and thunder
mg real bad and the lights went
off." said John Balatsus, mana
ger of Copal Restaurant From
what customers are telling us,
trees are down and some houses
have been hit and metal buildings

FROM PAGE 1
Chairman Tom Smith, D-Sonora.
Sen Tim Shaughnessy and
Sen Danny Meyer, both Louistitle Democrats, walked out of
the meeting when Smith introduced his plan.
"It•s not so much the concepts
that I'm concerned about as the
process." Shaughnessy said
"With all due respect I'd just as
soon have you read this bill without me."
Smith said he and Sen. David
Vs illiams, R-Burkesville, met
with members ol an ad hoc business, insurance and medical committee over the weekend to come
up with the new bill.

uncertain. The Senate probably
will consider another House leadership bill this week dealing with
workers' comp.
Smith acknowledged that the
bill could reduce payments significantly to some workers who
return to their jobs and those with
first-stage coal miner's pneumoconiosis, or black lung. It cuts
benefit payments to about eight
years instead of lifetime
pay ments.
"There are some serious cuts
here but there has been a call that
something has to be done to save
money in this system," Smith
said.
About S800 million is paid out
in"Kentucky och year for injuries and illness covered by workers' compensation claims, which
has traditionally ranked it among
the top five states in the nation.
The money comes from industry
assessments, private insurance
carriers and a special state fund.
The system provides benefits
to workers injured on the job and
involves all employers.

Sd,rT.t'harrne
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Dr. Robert A. Altenkirch of
Starkville, Miss., will meet
with Murray State University
representatives Tuesday.
All events are scheduled for
the Curris Center. The st.heJule of events includes
•Meeting with the board of
regents from 9 to 10:15 a.m. in
the Commonwealth Dining
Room.
'Meeting with the staff from
1015 to II a.m. in the Barkley Room.

'Meeting with alumni and
the community from 4 LO 5
p.m. in the Barkley Room.
'Meeting with the search
committee' in the Common=
wealth Dining Room.
The third candidate is
expected to visit the campus
Wednesday.

*Campus tour from II tm.
to noon, followed by a luncheon with Dr. James Booth,
provost and vice president for
acaermic and student affairs:

•Senate...

The bill replaces a House plan
to reform Kentucky's struggling
workers' comp system that had
been stalled in Smith's committee
for almost a week. Today was the
last day for the full Senate to
'vote on House bills.
The committee voted 5-1 to
pass the measure on for a vote by
the full Senate. Its future there is

You Can/ Tel! a BOOK
by Its Cover... So
COME VISIT US!
(These Ads Mean NotnIng
Dc

have been ripped apart."
And a 77-year-old woman in
Lincoln County. N C., was eketrocuied by a downed power line.
said sheriff's Capt. Gene Sam.
Power outages and structural
damage was reported in South
Carolina, where seven tornadoes
touched down. No serious injuries were reported. Downed trees
and widespread property damage
also was reported in Mississippi,
while some roads were flooded in

15 - 94 Ram
Pickups
In Stock

II Teen-agers..
Icy to murder, two counts of
attempted murder, complicity to
kidnapping, two counts of
attempted kidnapping, two counts
of complicity to first-degree robbery, attempted felony theft by
unlawfulisking and complicity to
attempted-felony theft by unlawful taking. His bond was set at
S150,000 cash.

FROM PAGE 1
Steven Johnson is charged with
two counts of attempted murder,
complicity to murder, two counts
of attempted kidnapping. complicity to kidnapping, complicity to
first-degree robbery, attempted
felony theft by unlawful taking
and complicity to felony theft by
unlawful taking. His bond was set
at $505,000 cash.
Caryon Johnson is charged
with two counts of complicity to
attempted murder, one count of
complicity to murder, complicity
to attempted felony theft by
unlawful taking, two counts of
complicity to first-degree robbery, two counts of complicity to
attempted kidnapping, complicity
to kidnapping and complicity to
felony theft by unlawful taking.
His bond was set r at S150,000
cash.
Berry is charged with complicity to murder, two counts of
attempted murder, first-degree
robbery, complicity to firstdegree robbery, complicity to
felony theft by unlawful taking,
attempted felony theft by unlawful taking. complicity to kidnapping and two counts of attempted
kidnapping. His bond was set at
5290.0(1) cash.Smith is charged with complic-

Pearson, a Lone Oak High
School track and soccer star, was
shot to death )ust before midnight
after his car was hijacked as he
drove home from a part-time job
at a Paducah steakhouse.
Less than t*.ii hours later,
attackers who had been riding in
Pearson's car shot Fiorentini
twice at close range after his car
became mired in a snowbank.
Fiorentini was taking his date
home and tried to shield the girl,
who was not injured, police said.
In statements to police, the
accused youths said they had
spent the afternoon of Jan. 23
drinking and watching a video of
the 1993 box office hit depicting
street violence.
The youths attended a number
of hearings and underwent psychological examinations before
Saturday's certification hearing.
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REPORTS
MURRAY POLICE
March 24
•Dorothy Morris, 71, of RI 5 Mayfield was injured when she
was pinned under the front of her vehicle Reports indicate
that Morris parked her vehicle near Parker Ford and apparently forgot to put the vehicle in park She saw the Vehicle start to
roil and was knocked down by the door as she attempted to
get back into the vehicle Morris complained of pains in her
back and leg
SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT
March 17
*James David Sanders, no age or address listed, was
arrested in Marshall County on a Calloway County grand Jury
indictment charging him with being a persistent felony
offender
March 23
•Jason Edward Baker, 19, Hart Hall, was arrested on a
warrant and charged with contempt of court.
•Richard Gordon Worley, 18, Rt. 5 Murray, was arrested
and charged with fourth-degree assault following a domestic
dispute.
March 24
•Roger Wallace Jr., 19, was arrested and charged with
three counts of contempt of court.
March 25
*Cameron Beasley, 27, Mayfield, was arrested on a warrant
charging him with indecent exposure.
•Williarn Hobbs, 56, N. Sixth Street, was arrested on a
grand jury indictment charging him with first-degree burglary
and possession of burglary tools. He was lodged in the Calloway County Jail in lieu of $25,000 cash or property bond.
*Michael William Buhler, 22, Almo, was arrested on a warrant and charged with first-degree burglary, second-degree
burglary and theft over $300.
•Aaron Scott Vickery, 21, Lynn Grove Apts., was arrested
on a warrant charging him with contempt of court for failure to
I appear in Marshall County District Court.

Two charged following
drive-by shooting, crash
Statf Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Charges were filed against two
Tennessee residents following a
drive-by shooting and car crash
last Wednesday on West State
lane Road.
Calloway Deputy Sheriff
Roger Dawson said in a report
that he was responding to the
shooting call when he saw an
accident in which one of the vehicles matched the description of
the drive-by.
Marlin Glen Wallace, 26, Paris, was arrested and charged with
driving under the influence and
operating a motor vehicle on a
suspended license after he was
involved in the accident at
approximately 7:30 p.m. on West
State Line Road.
He was later charged on a warrant with first-degree and seconddegree wanton endangerment, a
Class D felony and Class A misdemeanor, respectively.
He allegedly drove by the
home of Wayne Thorn on West
State Line Road and fired shots.
A passenger in the vehicle,
Rosie Clarissa Frazier, 19, Paris,
was arrested and charged with
alcohol intoxication.
She was also served a warrant
charging her with first-degree and
second-degree facilitation for
wanton endangerment, both
misdemeanors
According to reports from the
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department, the accident
occurred after Billy Thorn, no
address listed, chased the Wallace vehicle following the
shooting.

J

1001 1Nhitnell Dr.
Murray, KY 42071
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Two students dead; no arrests made
TORRANCE, Calif. (AP) —
Takuma lto and Go Matsuura
shared a Japanese heritage and
American dreams.
This weekend, people on both
sides of the Pacific grappled with
the violent deaths of the 19-yearold college students, who were
shot in the head in a car-jacking
Friday night. Their life-support
systems were turned off Sunday.
"It's too bad that his dream
was broken in the America my
son loved," said Matsuura's
father, Shuji Matsuura, outside
the hospital where both families
stood vigil after flying in from
Japan.
Flags flew at half-staff at the
campus where both students were
aspiring filmmakers, tiny Marymount College in Palos Verdes.
"We will reach out to the
other students, especially to Go's
and Takuma's close friends, so

READER INFORMATION
To reach all departments ot the
newspaper, phone 753-1916.
Subscription Rates
All subscriptions payable m advance
Home delivery 6 days a week
1 month
3 months

Matsuura
as born in the
United States and moved to Japan
in junior high school before
returning here in 1993.
Ito, a Japanese citizen, and
Matsuura were freshmen at Marymount, a private liberal arts college with only 750 full-time students, 70 of them Japanese.
The shootings again focused
Japanese attention on violence in
the United States. The incident
was the lead item on many Japanese newscasts Sunday.
The 1992 slaying of exchange
student Yoshihiro Hattori in
Baton Rouge, La., the August
1993skilling of an exchange student at a Concord, Calif., train
station, and the beating and robbing of two other Japanese students in San Francisco that month
also gained widespread attention
in Japan.
Tourist Keisake Ozaiwa

expressed ragc Sunday at the proliferation of guns.
"I just can't understand
because in the United States we
cannot drank and we cannot go to
the disco or something if we are
under 21 but we can have a
gun," said.Ozuwa, 19, who was
visiting Little Tokyo in Los
Angeles. _
•
A Japan foreign ministry official, Hitohiro lshida, on Sunday
warned Japanese travelers to be
careful to avoid violence in the
United States.
But in this country, thoughts
were mostly about the two students. Friends. and classmates
were grief stricken. Family members only wondered how two
young lives could be wasted.
"Isn't there something we can
all do so that this doesn't happen
again?" Matsuura asked.

WASHINGTON (AP) - - The
Supreme Court's 1993-94 term,
expected to end by late June, will
yield the fewest signed decisions
of any term in more than 30
years.
The justices have announced
24 decisions so far in the term
that began last October. They
have 62 more in the hopper. If
none of those washes out or is
ordered held over, the decision
total will be 86.
That's 21 fewer than the 107
signed decisions produced in the
court's 1992-93 term, and the
lowest total since 1961-62 when
85 signed decisions were
produced.
The court's decision workload
hasn't dipped below 100 since
1969, when 99 signed rulings
were written. Through the 1980s,

the court averaged 140 signed
decisions a term.
The average for its last three
terms is 109.
Chief Justice William H.
Rehnquist and other members of
the still-conservative court
repeatedly have denied any deliberate attempt to cut back . the
number of cases argued and
decided.
The court and legal experts
have offered various possible
explanations for the shrinking
decision docket.
The two most prevalent theories are that fewer compelling
appeals are reaching the court,
and federal judges appointed for
12 straight years by Republican
presidents produce fewer conflicting rulings that need Supreme
Court clarification.

I.RA.s
n

While the number of decisions
is dropping, more and more cases
are reaching the court.
"We expect the court will
have looked at more than 7,000
individual appeals by the end of
this term," spokeswoman Toni
House said in an interview.
"When discussing the court's
workload, you have to look at the
totality of what they do. They
first have to decide what to
decide."
In 1989-90, the court handled
6,000 appeals. Back in the 1970s,
the total caseload never exceeded
5,000 in any term.
Testifying before a House
Appropriations subcommittee earlier this month, Justice Anthony
M. Kennedy said the increasing
number of appeals has had a considerable impact on the justices
and court employees.
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that together we can confront this
appalling event," said Mary mount President Thomas McFadden. "Our community is devastated by this terrible tragedy."
In Japan, U.S. Ambassador
Walter F. Mondale said "this is
the saddest day in my time here
as ambassador."
"The American people deplore
this senseless act of criminal violence, and we share in the sorrow
of the Japanese people," said
Mondale.
Ito and Matsuura were gunned
down Friday night as they got out
of Ito's car in a supermarket
parking lot in nearby San Pedro.
The car was found parked on a
San Pedro street Sunday
afternoon.
It will be checked for fingerpots and other possible clues,
said Los Angeles Police Officer
Don Cox.

More appeals in Supreme Court
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Thorn told deputies he passed
the Wallace vehicle and stopped.
Wallace apparently hit the Thorn
car in the rear then attempted to
drive away.
Thorn reportedly began chasing Wallace again and Wallace
allegedly hit the Thom vehicle,
then ran off the road into a ditch.
When Dawson arrived, Frazier
reportedly told him the gun was
thrown into a driveway culvert.
Dawson said in the report he
recovered a loaded HerringtonRichardson 20-guage sawed-off
shotgun.
He also recovered an eightinch knife and beer.
The incident is still under
investigation.
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"Roses, Their Care and Culture"
Thursday, March 31 • 7 p.m.
in the garden center at
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$319

Golden Flake
Reg. Potato Chips

12 Pack

6 oz

Diet Coke & 790
Caffeine Free 1
2Liter

99'

Golden Flake

090

BBO Potato Chips
6 oz

lj
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For the Rite Aid Pharmacy near you...call 1-800-4-DRUGSTORES
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Involvement can help -curb crime

During a recent meeting, I
heard a woman say she thinks
Murray is a pretty safe town
• Our fair city may be safe' than
'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
New York or Los Angeles, but it
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEW'SPAPERS. INC.
is by no means a utopia.
However, one way w slow
crime, even petty thefts, as to get
involved with your neighborhood
and the_ entire community.
I know I am guilty of not pas mg very close attention to ms
neighbors. In fact, I only know
three people in my whole subdivision. So it would not be fair tor
me to condemn people for not
getting involved.
However. I thank it would be in
everyone's best interest if we
made valid attempts to be more
watchful. Comestoppers of Murray and
Calloway County has been working to get businesses and indi%iBy .1111 DRINKARD
Associated Press Writer
duals to support the police in its
efforts to investigate crimes tor
WASHINGTON (AP) — It's not just Congress that is rushing to
more than a year.
slap limits on the meals, trips, gifts and golf outings that lobbyists
Crimestoppers has a hotline
give lawmakers. In state capitols across the country, legislatures are
where people can call in tips
doing the same, propelled by an angry public, increased media
attention and a series of' scandals.
about crimes and remain
anonymous.
"It's an issue whose time has come, and as still- coming," said
Alan Rosenthal. who writes about government ethics at Rutgers
EVen if a reward for a crime
_ has 'nor been advertised, if a tip
of Polities
University's Eag!eta° Ins
"The public mood is very negative toward people in elective
leads to the arrest of a person, the
office ... Lobbyists are easy targets." Highly restrictive laws are
caller can receive some monetary.
the result, "even in the most unlikely places like Minnesota, which
compensation.
is about as clean as you can be," Rosenthal said.
It is essential that those who
Soon after Congress returns from its two-week spring recess,
know something about a crime
House and Senate negotiators will meet to draw up a compromise
between a lobbyist-gift regulation bill the Senate approved last
year, and one the House passed last- week.
Both would greatly broaden the definition of what a lobbyist as,
requiring far more people to register and disclose their activities
than the roughly 8,000 who do so under the current, loopholeriddled Statute.
What has auraete4the most attention, however, are provisions in
both bills that would rein m the perks lawmakers sometimes get
from lobbyists: fancy meals, gifts, sports and theater tickets and
trips to resorts for activities like golf, tennis and. skiing.
"Many of those trips have turned out to be plain, old-fashioned
free vacations," said Rep. John Bryant, D-Texas, the main House
sponsor of the reform bill.
Sen. Carl Levin, D-Mich., the bill's primary Senate backer, said
"there is real momentum here to do something" and predicted
final action soon. "The public is understandably perplexed." Levin said. "They
want us to rein in the special interests. They want to .know who's
paying Who how much to lobby this place, and on what issues."
Driving the public mood is a realization that lobbyists have gotten better at what they do, said Rep. Eric Fingerhut. a freshman
Democrat from Ohio who used to fight the same battle as a state
Common Cause official.
"They feel that they have less access to their legislators than
professional lobbyists do," Fingerhut said. "The lobbyists are like
lawyers in the courtroonAif the legislature. We're the judges. You
wouldn't have lawyers giving gifts to the judges."
Evidence of this mood can be found across the political -map:
—In Ohio, a law that takes effect May 12 will ban legislators
from accepting speaking fees or taking more than $75 a year from
lobbyists for food and beverages.
—Minnesota enacted a strict law this month that bans just about
every lobbyist-offered perk for lawmakers and other public officials, right down to a cup of coffee. Like the'6ill before Congress,
it began as a disclosure requirement but grew to include .3 ban on
free food, sports tickets and ski trips:
—A bill working its way through the MarylandLegislature
would close a loophole that lets lobbyists with multiple clients
escape reporting requirements by dividing the costs of lawmakers'
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
meals among their different employers. One lobbyist spent
Leaving the Capitol after a gruelS140.000 last year entertaining legislators without disclosing a
single name.
ing debate and monumental vote
on health care reform legislation,
—In Kentucky, South Carolina and Arizona', recent scandals
Republican Sen. John David Preprompted enactment of laws tightening regulation of lobbyists and
ston observed that Senate Demotheir gift-giving to lawmakers.
Similar actions have been taken in Iowa, Mississippi, Vermont
crats seemed to be handing his
and New Mexico. In all, 35 states now have some kind of restricparty the governor's seat in 1995.
In a Senate Republican Pany
tions on receipt of gifts by public officials, and it has led to a
caucus early.in the session, Sen.
change of cultures in many state capitols where wining and dining
Tim Philpot of Lexington
had become a way of life_
observed the GOP members
Said Rutgers' Rosenthal: "Standards have changed. The bar has
should do what they could to oust
been raised."
convicted Democratic Sen. David
LeMaster because LeMaster had
EDITOR'S NOTE — Jim Drinkard covers lobbying for The
always opposed them in the past.
Associated Press.
When special elections during
the General Assembly produced
victories for Republican candidates, GOP Floor Leader John
Rogers of Somerset extolled the
virtues of a two-party system.
And throughout the session,
there have been numerous examDear Editor:
ples of what appears to be bloc
Well, it looks like the dead have once more arisen and are alive
voting by Republicans and
and well in Chicago, Ill. How else could one explain the "miraculDemocrats alike.
ous" re-election of one Dan Rostenkowski? After running with a 23
All in all, Republicans espeto 28 percent chance against one of his opponents, he won by an
cially seem to be trying to make
overwhelming 50 percent of the vote. It looks like the "machine" is
partisan hay during this legislastill running the elections. Hallelujah!
tive session.
This pompous, arrogant politician has been wallowing in the
"I think they're giving us a lot
public trough for 18 terms, soon to begin his 19th. Not only have
of issues," said Preston, a PaintsFour serious charges been made against him, including the House
villa Republican who entered the
post office scandal, but he seems to have the politicians in the palm
Senate after winning a special
of his hand, i.e.. President Clinton's visit (very timely) to Chicago
election to replace LeMaster.
to put in a good word for him just before the March 15 election.
From taxes to sodomy to
Why is it that when there is a scandal of some sort brewing in
speeches by teachers to their own
Washington, D.C. (District of Criminals), the accused are suddenly
secrecy practices. Preston said
"cleared" of all wrongdoings and sent merrily on their way? Why
the Senate Democrats are giving
are they above the law? And who put them there? I truly believe
Republicans a political banquet to
that 95 percent of the politicians (no less) are con artists and should
feast on in future elections.
be locked up for the rest of their lives. As for the other 5 percent.
"There're a lot of things that
they should be re-trained and put out to pasture! Anyone for term
the Democratic Party is voting
limitations?
for and standing for that are
Lois M. Wilcox
going to he disagreeable to a
1300 S 16th St., Murray
whole I 1 1 folk s throughout the
ALICE ROUSE
Gcncrat Martagt-r

WASHINGTON TODAY

Special interests
a favorite target
of the reformers

CROOKED LINES

Stacey Crook
Ledger & Times Ste Writer
-caLL the police. i1 know people
don't want to get involved with
anyone else's business these
(la)s.
But next time it could be your
home or business that is
burglarized.
The great thing about Crimestoppers is that you don't have to
be identified. All you have to do
is call 753..9500 and leave a message about what you know. If'
sour tip leads to an arrest and
sou want a reward, you get a
ide number and cash it in.
It is pretty simple.
Many people just call in with
information and don't want any
money.
However, for those who want a
reward, Crimestoppers has LO
r3ISC money to operate.
Another fundraising drive is
underway. Crimestoppers is asking businesses and homeowners
to donate money so that more
crimes can be advertised and
more rewards can be offered.
One of the best ways to help

get just a little bit involved, life
probably wouldn't be too bad.
Crimestoppers is making a
positive impact here. The return
rate (reward versus value of
recovered property) is much
higher than the national average.
In fact, for every dollar
Crimestoppers spends on rewards
more than $90 worth of property
solve crimes is for-people who is recovered"
see something or hear something
I'd say the system is working
to offer information. The police out well. Of course, it could be
cannot do everything on their better. More people can call with
own.
information. More people can
There is a national trend in donate money.
which police departments are
Crimestoppers is a non-profit
attempting to become more
organization that operates in coninvolved with the cities they
junction with the Murray Police
protect.
Department, Calloway County
It seems that the better resi- Sheriff's
Department, Murray
dents know their police, the more State Public
Safety and Kentucky
help the police get.
State Police.
I've written about crime many
Donations can be sent to
times, before, but it has usually
Crimestoppers of Murray and
been negative.
Calloway County, in care of
With Crimestoppers, the city
police coordinator Larry Killeand county have a great oppor- brew,
407 Poplar Street, Murray,
tunity to help solve the numerous Ky,
42071.
burglaries and thefts that freTips to Crimestoppers are
quently occur.
passed
on to the proper agency.
I think once criminals see that
All calls are absolutely
they will get caught and they will
be punished, the crime rate will confidential. _
Even_if you think the informaslowly decrease or at least level
tion you have is not that imporout.
tant, take the 60 seconds to make
We can't stop all crime. Murray will never be a iitopia. But ii. the call. You never know what
might happen.
everyone takes that extra step to
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GOP now more actively partisan

FROM OUR READERS

City Sc,

CAPITOL IDEAS

Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysts
state," Preston said.
But Preston and others insist
they arc not practicing partisanship for its own sake. He said it
is just a result.
"We're not voting against a
tax because of the governor's
race, we're voting on it because
we're against a tax," Preston
said.
Nevertheless, Preston said
Republicans are being more partisan in part simply because they
can be.
There are now 14 Republicans
in the Senate, the Largest number
in a generation. Rogers expects
the number to grow in the
November election.
But the partisanship also takes
on a more dogmatic tone on
occasion and Rogers, who fancies
himself a contender for the GOP

gubernatorial race next year, is
careful to put the Republican
efforts in a broader context. He
also distances himself from some
of the more radical partisanship
of the session, especially as practiced by Philpot and Gex Williams of Boone County.
Philpot and Williams frequently fbrce issues before the Senate
that seem designed to embarrass
other senators or at least make
them uncomfortable.
Just Friday, Philpot raised an
issue on which he started with
broad Republican support. He
had challenged Senate rules that
allow committee chairmen broad
power to kill legislation merely
by refusing to call it for a vote.
The previous day, Philpot had
lost his challenge in the Supreme
Court.
To make his point, though,

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. TOM BARLOW
1533 Longworth Office Building, Washington D.C. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
US. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building. Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

Philpot chose to seek a discharge
petition and force a vote on a bill
he filed the first day of the session to do away with legislative
pensions.
"The only thing that a legislative pension does is it encourages
people to stay here too long,"
Philpot said. "And some people
have stayed here too long."
Philpot said lengthy stays
"corroded" people's thinking.
Senate Majority Floor Leader
David Karem of Louisville said
the remark was "mean spirited."
And it apparently cost Philpot
support within his own party.
Sen. Dan Kelly, R-Springfield,
had joined the lawsuit with Philpot, but passed on Philpot's Friday challenge. Kelly said he
wants the rules changed, but not
to force people into "punishing"
VOLCS.
Only seven other Republicans
joined Philpot. Five of them voted against him.
"As long as I'm leader, I
won't let the party fall into this
doctrinaire rut, ' Rogers said. "I
don't think the party, as such, is
pictured as such as being in lock
step with Philpot."
For Rogers and some of the
other Republican senators, this is
just the first chance they have
had to practice politics with
something approaching even
numbers, even if it sometimes
appears the bare-knuckle variety.
"In politics, everything is a
crap shoot," Rogers said. "I
think we're right and they think
they're right.''
The voters will decide, Rogers
said
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Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
City Schools to offer Prep Workshop
Murray City Schools will offer a "preparing for college" workshop
for Murray High School juniors nad hteir parents/guardians on Tues
day, March 29. at 6:30 p.m. at Murray High School Library. Three
consecutive sessions will be offered: The Guidance Office's Role;
Scholarships; and Financial Aid. Reservations may be made through
today. Monday, by calling Jean Bennett at 753-2590.

Canine classes will be offered
The German Shepherd Dog Club of West Kentucky will sponsor
four weeks of Canine Good Citizen Classes beginning April 5 and
contuining each Tuesday night in April. The final session will be May
3 and will culminate with a Canine Good Citizen Test. Pre-registration
will be held Tuesday. March 29, from 7 to 8 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Park. For more information call Mary Adelman at 436-2858,
or Lee King at 1-502-247-8433.

Woman's Club Board will meet
The Executive Board of Murray Woman's Club will meet Tuesday,
March 29, at 11:30 a.m. at the club house. All members are urged to
attend to complete plans for coming events, according to Martha
Andrus, president.

Bethany Paige Haley and
Henry Kenneth Staggs to marry

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, March 29,
at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. Lana Bell, new director of
Playhouse in the Park, will present a program on "Finding the Theatre
in You." The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and
social group for single adults, whether always single, separated,
divorced or widowed. For more information call Jeanne, 753-0224, OfLinda, 437-4414.

Oaks' ladies plan bridge play
The ladies of the Oaks Country Club will play bridge at 9:30 a.m.
on Wednesday, March 30, at the new club house. Crystal Parks, phone

753-4645, will be bridge hostess.

Murray ladies plan events
Ladies of Murray Country Club will have Ladies Night Out on
Tuesday, March 29. A social hour will begin at 6 p.m. with the meal
to be served at 7 p.m. Reservations must be made by today, Monday,
March 28. The ladies will play bridge on Wednesday, March 30, at
9:30 a.m. at the club. For reservations or cancellations call Eva Morris
at 753-8584.

Lutheran Church Women plan event
The Women of Immanuel Lutheran Church will serve the traditional
SEDER Supper on Thursday, March 31, at 6 p.m. in the church fellowship hall. This is a celebration of the Institution of The Lord's
Supper with an appropriate menu including lamb and all the fixings.

Overeaters Anonymous Wednesday
Murray Overeaters Anonymous will meet Wednesday, March 30, at
5:15 p.m. at Ellis Community, 630 Ellis Dr. This is open to all interested persons. OA is a fellowship pf men and women from all walks
of life who meet in order to help solve a common problem — compulsive overeating. The only requirement for membership is a desire to
stop eating compulsively. OA is patterned after Alcoholics Anonymous program. There are no dues, no fees, no weigh-ins and no diets.

Top 10 high school
senior women will be
honored here Tuesday
In celebration of National
Women's History Month, the
Murray Branch of the American
Association of University Women
(AAUW) will have its annual
program to honor the top 10
senior women at each of the local
high schools.
The program will be Tuesday,
March 29, at 7 p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway County
Public Library.
Speakers will be Kellie Burkeen of WPSD News, Paducah,
and Shannon Barnhill, university

Haley-Staggs wedding
vows to be said May 28
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Haley announce the 'engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter, Bethany Paige Haley, to Henry Kenneth
Staggs, son of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth D. Staggs of Florence, Ala.
Miss Haley is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Theron Crouch of
Farmington, and of Mrs. Josie Haley and the Gather Haley of
Mayfield.
Mr. Staggs is the grandson of Mrs. Leta P. Richardson and the late
William H. Richardson Sr., and of the late Arlon J. and Flora Staggs
of Florence.
The bride-elect will be a 1994 graduate of Freed-Hardeman University, Henderson, Tenn., with a Bachelor of Social Work.
The groom-elect is a 1993 graduate of Freed-Hardeman University
with a Bachelor of Science in Math and is pursuing a Master's in Education. He is a teacher for Jackson Christian School, Jackson, Tenn.
The wedding will take place on Saturday, May 28, at 2 p.m. at University Church of Christ, Murray.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

Special 'Family Fun' will
be held at local schools
Reservations need to be made
immediately for "Family Fun
with the Eggs-perts" which is
being offered at 7 p.m. Tuesday,
March 29, at North Calloway
Elementary School and at 3 p.m.
Wednesday, March 30, at East
Calloway Elementary School.
This program, the first in a
three-part series sponsored by the
Family Resource Center, gives
families a chance to have fun
together while dyeing Easter eggs
and learning "eggs-straordinary

decorating techniques and
legends from other countries."
The session will be led by
Lynn Warren, art teacher in Calloway County Elementary
Schools, and Becky Robertson,
teacher at Southwest.
To allow an 'ample supply of
hard-boiled eggs to be prepared,
please phone the Family Resource Center at 753-3070 with family name, number of children participating, and session to be
attended.

affairs chair for Murray State s
Student Government Association.
Barnhill participated in political
internships in Washington, D.C.,
last summer, part of the time in
the office of First Lady Hillard
Rodham Clinton.
Families of the students being
honored are invited to attend.
AAUW hopes to encourage the
young women to continue their
educational carreers, and to realize the broad opportunities that
are available to them.

Monday, IMarch 26
Public forum to discuss needs of low
ncome of Calloway County/5
p m /board room of Walks Community
Center
Southwest Calloway Elementary
School Showcaseinoon to 2 p.m and
5-7 pm
Agoraphobia, Anxiety Panic Disorder
Support Group/6 30 p m. St John s
Episcopal Church Info/753-1907 and
ask for Kathy.
Murray Area Girl Scout Leaders/6 30
p miGirl Seoul cabin.
"How To" Class by Family Resource
Center/changed to 6 p.m./North Calloway Elementary School. Info/
753-3070.
Murray Chapter of NAACP/7
p m /Willis Center
Murray High School P10/8 p.m. following open house for eighth grade
students and parents/7 p.m.
Tau Phi Lambda Unit 827 WOW/6 30
p.m./Pagliai's.
Adult Great Books Discussion
Group/7 p.m./Calloway County Public
Library.
Single 100/7 p.m./Louie's Restaurant.
Info/Celia, 753-6078 Of 753-7845.
Pi Sigma Alpha Health Care Forum/8
p.m./Curris Center Theater, Murray
State University.
St. John's Episcopal Church events'
include Holy Eucharist/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church events
include Reach-Out Callers IV/4 p.m.,
Adult Disciple Bible Study/6 p.m., Mission trip planning meeting/7. p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Puppets/8 p.m.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
AA and Al-Anon closed discussion
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion BuildIntl—South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open to 4.30 p.m.
Tuesday, March 29
Pre-registration and preschool
screening by Calloway County _
Schools/9 a.m.-4 p.m. at Calloway
County early Childhood/Preschool
Center.
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9:30
a.m. and Story Hour/10:30 a.m.
Coffee Break/9:30 a.m./Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Bingo/7 p.m /Knights of Columbus
building.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
Murray TOPS Club, Kentucky *34,
First Presbyterian Church/6 p.m.
Dexter/senior activities/9:30
a.m./Dexter Center.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Louis DouthitVhelp senior citizens
with income tax/9, a.m.-4
p.m./Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Info/753-3714 or 753-9915.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Murray.
Hardin TOPS Chapter/7 p.m./Hardin
Library.
Blood River Baptist Associational
Ministers' Fellowship/10 a.m.
First United Methodist Church events
include Holy Week Service/12:05 p.m.
and Lenten service/6 p.m.

First Christian Church events include
prayer time for youth/7 a m 'parlor
Reunion Group.,8 a m
Pastor s
Class/3 45-5 p m Maundy Thursday
service practice/7 pm
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Holy Eucharist/7 p m
First Baptist Church .events include
Mothers Day Out/9 a.m. and 3 p.m.:
Saints Alive Choir sings110
a m ., Weaks Center
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia Pledge
Recital.:8 p.m./Farrell. Recital Hail,
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State.
Admission free
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and 1:30
to 4:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum open/9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.

HOSPITAL

REPORTS
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for 'Thursday,
March 24, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
McDowell baby girl, mother, Eugenia Riddle, P.O. Box 1003, Calvert City;
Melton baby boy, parents, Carol and
Darrell, Rt. 2, Box 6. Calvert City.
Dismissals
Christopher A. Fry, 1708 Calloway
Ave., Murray; Chase Scott Redden,
Rt. 2, Box 96C, Murray; Miss Heather
L. Howard, Rt. 1, Box 263, Sedalia;
Ms. Lola Dallas and baby boy, Rt. 1,
BoX 287, ilbertsville; Mrs. Rene(
Story, Box 283 Anderson Shores,
Murray;
David A. Lay, 302 South 16th St.,
Murray; Miss Linda N. Goines, R. 4,
Box 287, Paris, Tenn.; Graham B.
Jones, P.O. Box 876, Murray;
Miss Lala A. Dowdy, 1654 College
Terrace, Murray; Joe Randall Gonger,
Rt. 2, Box 180, Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs.
Willie Lee Foster, Murray Manor G1,
Murray;
Mrs. Helen B. Clayton, 3507 Slick
Back Rd., Benton; Mrs. Erlinda
Morales, Rt. 1, Box 277, Dexter;
James 0. Cole, Rt. 2, Box 93, Big
Sandy.

Sarah Mills
bride-elect of
John Newberry II
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry
Pier 1 ill1POIIIS
Tlic Place lo Discover
120511 Chestnut • 753-1851

Gary Baumeister

Owner

A unique gift that's sure to pleas. Choose from several
pre-arranged baskets, or fill your own for a special
personal touch.
Call or visit today and discover
hundreds of gift basket
options. There's a basket for
every price range

Olde Ilyme Meat Shoppe
is now open again
for your business!
I want to thank everyone for their

kindness & understanding during
my illness. We are open and
ready to serve you!

Try our delicious honey-cured,
spiral cut ham for Easter.
Glazed with our "special formula" of honey,
brown sugar and spices, ready to serve.

HOURS: 9-6 Mon.-Fri.
9-5 Sat.

Order now through March 31.,

753-0000
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'Road to Charlotte'
Duke back in Final Four; SEC gets two
By JIM O'CONNELL
AP Sports Writer
The Final Four — what every coach, player
and fan has been talking about and dreaming
of since practice started on Nov. 1 — is set.
Three more games and a national champion
will be crowned. But that's jumping way
ahead of a great weekend in Charlotte, N.C.
Duke, the team that has made the Final
Four as postseason home for the past decade,
gets Florida, the new kid on the block.
Arizona and Arkansas, teams which each
made a recent trip to the national semifinals.
meet in the other game.
Duke is in the Final Four for the seventh
time in nine years. a feat no conference can
even match. The Big Ten has sent six teams
in that span and Kansas' four appearances are
se.ond to the Blue Devils among schools.

All that experience should be quite an
advantage when Make faces Florida. 1 school
which had made only three NCAA tournament
-appearances before this year. getting as far as
the regional semifinals just once.
That may play into the Gators' hands, however, as they played the role all season of a
team looking for respect. Their selection as a
No. 3 seed received little attention.
The Blue Devils not only have the advantage of being regulars in the Final Four, but
they only have to travel 150 miles and don't
even leave the state to get there. To be fashionable on the streets of Charlotte, make sure
you're wearing blue.
. The game will come down to Florida's outstanding backcourt of Dan Cross and Craig
Brown facing the tremendous team defense
second-seeded Duke used in shutting down

Hogs top Michigan
Greg Norman crushed the competition in this weekend s TPC

Norman's 24-under-par Arkansas depth
good for Players crown key in 76-68 WIn
By BOB GREEN
AP Sports Writer
PONTE VEDRA, Fla. (-AP)
-- Even with a five-shot lead
and two holes to play, Greg
N'orman was taking nothing for
granted. Not with his history of
finding imaginative methods of
losing titles.
"I've seen leads disappear as
last as they come," he said
Sunday. "There's always disaster waiting for you out there."
And not when one of those
two holes Is the par-3 17th at
the TPC at Sawgrass, the home
i:ourse of the PGA Tour.
"It's the toughest 141 yards
under pressure in golf," Norman said of the tiny terror that
features an island green.
But when he lofted his 9-iron
to ssithin two feet of the flag on
the Fth, the Players Championship was in his hands and the
,.elebration began.

f-uzzy Zoeller, the man in
closest pursuit, gave him a high
five on that shot, acknowledgement the game was over and
Norman's record-setting run
had produced one of the most
outstanding triumphs of his
globe-trotting career.
'One of the top three or
tour:. Norman said after finishing oft a four-shot decision
%kith a 67 and a 24-under-par
total ot 264.
That broke by six shots the
:ourse record set a year earlier
t's Nick Price and marked the
third course record Norman had
achieved in as many days. His
v.ire-to-wire victory also
included a first-round 63 and
LOUTSC records of 130 for 36
holes •and 197 for 54.
He even likened it to a nearperfect final round that brought
him his second British Open
title last summer.

By DEMME H. FREEMAN
AP Sports Writer
DALLAS (AP) — The Arkansas Razorbacks have erased any doubts about their
pedigree.
"All the computers kept saying we
wouldn't go to the Final Four." said Arkansas
coach Nolan Richardson. "Well, I never saw
a damn computer that can check out your
heart."
The top-seeded Razorbacks (29-3) defeated
Michigan 76-68 Sunday to capture the Midwest Regional and set up a meeting against
Arizona next Saturday in Charlotte. The
Wolverines, who had been Final Four runnersup for two consecutive years, finished with a
24-8 record.

It's the first Final Flaw appearance for Arkansas since the Razoks lost 97-83 to Duke
in Denver in the 1990 semifinals. The Hogs
have never won the national title.
"We ran out of oxygen in Denver,"
Richardson said. "Thank God we're not at
mile high again this time."
President Clinton- cheered his Hogs to victory, giving Richardson a high-five and a hug
after the game.

"He said he .had never been so proud of a
team," Richardson said. "He saw us play and
win in Fayetteville in December. We're 2-0
with .him in the • stands. Maybe we should
reserve some seats for him. I'm thinking
about sending a taxi for him when we get to
Charlotte.
"He was as proud of his Hogs as I was of
them. With Arkansas fans, if they open you
up, you're going to bleed little piggies."
Scotty Thurman scored 20 points.-Darnell
Robinson had 14 and Corliss Williamson and
Clint McDaniel each scored 12 points as the
balanced top-seeded Hogs sent third-seeded
Michigan home.
Michigan's Juwan Howard scored 30 points
and had 13 rebounds, but the fatal flaw for the
Wolverines was their cold outside shooting.
Michigan was only 3-of-17 on 3-pointers,
while Arkansas hit 10 of 21, including four by
Thurman and three by McDaniel.
"We felt their outside shooting was suspect," Richardson said. "We tried to cover
what they do well. Juwan is awesome. Something good happens everytime he touches the
ball. But I felt like we did a good job on Jalen
Rose and the other Mickigan players."
Rose was only 5 of 19 from the field and
scored 13 points. Guard Dugan Fife was only
1 of 8.
"Arkansas is a deserving champion," said
Michigan..coach Steve Fisher. "They have a
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Gators find
Final magic
Starless SEC team
tops Eagles 74-66
By FRED GOODALL
AP Sports Writer
MIAMI (AP) — For much of the season they were described as overachievers, a team without a star. It turns out
the Florida Gators were just underappreciated, a team destined for the Final
Four.
"People may not have had a lot of
confidence in us or thought we could be
a prominent team," junior guard Dan
Cross said. "But we believed in each
other and here we are."
East Regional champions. Winners of
a school-record 29 games. Ready to face
Southeast Regional champion Duke
(27-5) in Saturday's national semifinals.
"We're excited about the opportunity," coach Lon Kruger said after Sunday's 74-66 regional final victory over
Boston College. "Duke has"set the standard for college basketball for the last
seven, eight, 10 years. ... I don't think
we'll be favored, but we're looking forward to it."
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IVISU spring sports
busy over weekend
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'Breds top Tech 2-1 in 10 innings

Struggling L.A.
responds quickly
with 110-101 win

BUY AMERICAN
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Johnson's debut
magic for Lakers
did when Johnson ran Showtime.
"It's a whole new era now,"
Buss proclaimed Sunday night in
the giddy aftermath of Johnson's
first game as NBA coach, a
110-101 victory over the Milwaukee Bucks. "You've going to
forget the past and look to the
By STEVE WILSTEIN
AP Sports Writer
future."
The Lakers' past is the future
INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP) —
Magic Johnson kept encroaching if ilohnson stays on. It's full-court
on the court, unable to stay in the pressure on defense and fast
three-foot purple painted area breaks on offense. It's clever pasbetween his scat and the sideline. ses and smart shots. It's run, run,
Once, waving his arm to get his run. And, more than anything,
players to press on defense, he its the excitement" that Magic
nearly clobbered a passing refe- Johnson brings to the game.
Fans gave him a two-minute
ree by accident.
Johnson seemed to want to get standing ovation just for walking
out there again and get in the to his seat after the anthem.
flow, strip off his pinstriped suit When his name was announced
and reveal the gold Los Angeles moments later, and the song "I
Lakers uniform. But the fantasy Feel Good" came blasting out of
of Johnson returning as a player loudspeakers, the applause gave
yielded to the reality of Johnson way to more than 17,000 fans
as head coach. And for one dancing in their seats.
enchanted night, that was enough.
Hollywood stars were here
Los Angeles Laken owner Jer- again. The buzz was back. Showry Buss, who fired Randy Pfund time. Magic Time,
last week, couldn't have been
Hats and T-shirts heralding his
more gleeful -unless he had John- return. More than a game, this
son back handling the ball. Buss had the feeling of an event, a
had the next hest thing, and the wonderful welcome home party
packed Forum rocked .jost as it thrown by the Laker: and

Marquette and Purdue in the regionals_
Duke won it all in 1991 and 1992, and
seniors Grant Hill, Tony Lang and Marty
Clark arc chasing ring No. 3.
Arkansas, which made its last trip to the
Final Four in 1990, will bring along its biggest fan, President Clinton, and the most
depth of any team by far. The top-seeded
Razorbacks use their deep bench to wear
teams down, and second-seeded Arizona will
present a tough test with one of the best threeguard sets in the country in Damon Stoudamire, Khalid Reeves and Reggie Geary.
Arizona was in the Final Four in 1988 and
this will be coach Lute Olson's third trip. He
took Iowa there in 1980.
With Arkansas and Florida both from the

Assouated Prins photo

Magic Johnson held off the Milwaukee Bucks 110-101 in his coaching
debute Sunday night.
attended by only the third sellout
crowd in an otherwise dismal
season
And in case any cynics thought
Johnson was here just for the

show, just a big name to bring in
more fans until the end of the
season, he dispelled that notion
Ill See Page 7

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Maitray State's spring sports
teams Wtfe out in force over the
weekend as the Racer track, tennis, baseball and golf teams saw
action.
Track
Murray's women's team outscored six other teams in a meet
at Stewart Stadium. The Lady
Racers totaled 176 points, with
Austin Peay coming in second at
94.
On the men's side, Murray
State finished second with 45
points. Ball State- was the winner
with 95 points.
Individually for the Racers,
Lyndon Hepburn was first in the
400-meter hurdles with a time of
53.8 seconds: Eric Dixon won the
javelin at 160.0325 feet; and
Chris Barber won the triple jump
at 48.04t feet.
Baseball
" Rain prevented Murray State
and Tennessee Tech from playing
the final two games of their
three-game series this weekend at
Reagan Field. but Marcus Logan
gave them a lift in the opener.
Logan, a senior pitcher, allow-
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ed just four hits in 10 innings as
the 'Breds topped Tech 2-1 in
extra innings on Saturday. Logan
is 3-1 for the 'Breds, now 9-10
on the year.
Kurt Muskopf singled horn
Keith Gallagher in the second to
put MSU up 1-0. After Tech tied
the game in the sixth, Chris Moddelmog singled home Daryl Marshall with the winning run in the
bottom of the 10th.
Saturday's second game was
called off due to rain with the
'Breds leading 8-4 on a two-run
homer by Matt Culp.
Golf
In golf, Murray State finished
ninth in a 15-team field at the
Sultan's Fun Intercollegiate in
Jasper, Ind.
Murray finished at 627. Ball
State won the event at 598, followed by Louisville at 605 and
Morehead State at 607. Brian
Henson posted Murray's low
score at 151 for two days, followed by O.J. Lancaster at 158.
Tennis
Murray State's men's and
women's tennis teams both took
wins at the Bennie Purcell Courts
Saturday as the men downed
Northeast Louisiana 6-2 and the
women defeated Southeast Missouri State 7-2.
On the women's side, Susan
Moulder, Renee Cates, DeAnne
Carroll, Chris Granacki and Amy
Hall were all singles winners
white Granacki and Moulder and
Hall and Carroll teamed up for
doubles wins. Men's play saw
Martin Jansson, Pontus Hiort and
Jan Freoriksson all take singles
wins. Murray swept the three
doubles matches
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BRIEFS
Purdue's Robinson will stay another year
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind.(AP) — Glenn Robinson, the nation's
leading scorer and Naismith college player of the year, indicated he
will stay at Purdue for his senior season rather than turn pro.
Robinson, with a 30.3 scoring average, would probably be the
top pick in the NBA draft if he gave up his last year of eligibility.
Robinson was a unanimous All-American, Big Ten player of the
year, and holds Purdue and Big Ten records for points scored in a
season (1,030).
Nolan Richardson of Arkansas and Pat Head-Summitt of Tennessee were coaches of the year, and Lisa Leslie, a 6-foot-5 senior
from Southern Cal, was woman player of the year.

•Johnson's...
FROM PAGE 6
by coaching like crazy from start
to finish.
"No matter what happens, 1
will always remember this dayand this game,'' Johnson said,
"because the guys put forth the
effort. They're dead-tired right

now.”
Johnson looked exhilarated. He
used to talk after the games with
ice on his arms and knees and
abdomen. Now he sat in his pinstriped banker's suit.
"I need some ice for my
throat," he said.
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IN Hogs top...
Sponaurad By.

Scott is 1101 afraid LO LAC big
shots. Thank goodness they went
In.
Arkansas, which beat Tulsa
103-84 in the Midwest Regional
semifinals, got a big break by
going through Dallas.
"We thank our lucky stars we
came through Dallas," Richardson said. "It was the same road
we took to the Final Four in
1990.
Arkansas, which used to play
in the Southwest Conference, is
19-7 in Reunion Arena.
Richardson added "this was a
hclluva day. 1 got the (Naismith)
coach of the year, President Clinton was here, and we got into the
Final Four. It was a 'great, great
day."
Arkansas and Florida give the
Southeastern Conference two
teams in the Final Four.
"I keep saying the SEC is the
most athletic conference in
America," Richardson said. "1
wasn't surprised Florida was
going. This should get our conference some respect."

FROM PAGE 6
terrific team. We just couldn't get
the ball to go down. We've been
on the other end."
Howard said it's hard to
believe Michipn won't be in the
Final Four.
"It hurts bad," he said, "for
the players, coaches and the
whole Michigan family because
we're so used to winning."
Howard nor Rose would say if
they are going to forego their
senior seniors to go into the NBA
draft.
"-It would be selfish for me to
be thinking about that," Rose
said. "I'm just thinking about
what a hard pill this is to swallow. We have been spoiled
because we've been to the finals
so many times."
Richardson said Thurman and
Williamson produced the big
plays in the clutch.
"Scotty can carry you, and this
is the first time this season that
Corliss has played all 40
minutes," Richardson said.
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•Gators find...
FROM PAGE 6
So what else is new? Critics
and skeptics have questioned
Florida all season, and even a
victory over second -seeded Connecticut in the regional semifinals
didn't change the opinions of
some who thought the Gators
were in over their heads.
"These players have not been
distracted at all by the low expectations," Kruger said. "We've
read the papers and seen that
everyone has played badly
against us. We appreciate that.
Today, we won a game."
And the Gators did it in convincing fashion. Boston College
shot 38 percent and was held to
just three field goals in the final
11 minutes of the game.
Craig Brown provided the
spark offensively, coming off
screens to make 3-pointers on
three consecutive possessions to
put Florida (29-7) in control. He
finished with 21 points and
Andrew DeClercq, the Gators'
unheralded 6-foot-10 forward,
scored 16 points and grabbed 13
rebounds in his best all-around
performance of the season.
"After everything we did to

get here, people still doubted
us," DeClercq said. "They were
already saying Boston College
was going to play Duke. We'd
been in that position so much, it
Just didn't matter what people
said any more."
Boston College, the lowest
seed left in the tournament, finished 23-11. The Eagles reached
the regional final by defeating
three higher seeded opponets,
including No. 1 North Carolina
and No. 5 Indiana.
The team's surprising run
stopped speculation about coach
Jim O'Brien's job being in jeopardy and enabled a senior class
that went 1-15 as freshmen in the
Big East to go out on a positive
note.
Bill Curley led the Eagles with
20 points and Howard Eisley
added 19. Along with fellow
seniors Gerrod Abram and Malcom Huckaby, they'll be remembered as the players who turned
around BC's struggling program.
"We've accomplished a lot,
but no way does it take away
from the disappointment of losing
a game like this," Huckaby said.
"We're happy to be here and

make it to the final, but it doesn't
make it any less of a sad day."
Boston College, seeded ninth,
led 51-46 with 11 minutes left.
Brown's 3-pointers changed the
momentum and the Eagles never
recovered. Abram, Eisley and
Huckaby hurt North Carolina and
Indiana with their outside shooting but were a combined 4-for-15
on. 3-point attempts against
Florida.
"The ones I shot were wide
open," Abram, who went 2-for-6,
said. "I just didn't make them."
Brown, meanwhile, made his
game-breaking jumpers with
Abram's hand in his face, falling
away from the basket.
"From a defensive standpoint,
you don't mind a player taking
those shots," O'Brien said.
There were 14 lead changes
before the nine-point flurry by
Brown turned a 56-53 deficit into
a 62-56 lead and whipped a proFlorida crowd into a frenzy at
Miami Arena. The Gators made 8
of 12 free throws and converted a
pair of turnovers into layups to
stay ahead.
The trip to the Final Four is the
first for Florida, which has a rich

football tradition but was 7-21 in
basketball just four years ago —
the season before Kruger arrived
from Kansas State.
Brown was his first recruit,
choosing to join Kruger even
though both knew Florida was,'
headed for NCAA probation for
violations that occurred under
MODEL (US I
former coach Norm Sloan.
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FROM PAGE 6
Southeastern Conference, this is
the seventh time in nine years
one league has sent two teams to
the Final Four.
For those looking for a tip
from history on how things may
turn out next weekend, this will
only be the second Final Four
held in the state of North Carolina. The first was in 1974 at
Greensboro, when an in-state
school, North Carolina State,
ended UCLA's seven-year run as
national champion.
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Rain yields water gardening idea
Moil every gardener I talk
ith has complaints about the
clay content in the local sod
Having once had. garden with
soil that was alillOSt pure sand. I
tend to be a bit tolerant of the
clay. Clay does hold Water, whih
is a characteristic I am extreme!)
gratectil for catne.the hot days of
summer.
However, at this time of year. I
do get a little impatient with
clay's lack of porosity. After the
recent heavy rains, there is more
standing water in my yard than I
really care to think about, mut h
less look at.
At the end of the walk to my
kitchen door, there is the usual
lake to one side which osersrills
its hanks and turns into a ri‘cr
across the concrete
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Growing In
The Garden
By Cathleen Lalicker
1 he trench around my new
tloyser bed has turned into a
moat, and it causes me to wonder
it there are such things as miniature alligators.
I hase decided to go with the
iloss and take up water gardening liih all these wonderful
puddles all ver the yard. you'd
think I would just use one of
thc in
But I am actually going to start

my first water garden in a container — a half barrel lined
with a rubber liner.
It will be Tilled with water
plants, the star attraction being a
pink waterlily called "Firecrest."
which has magnificent orange
stamens in the middle of the
blossom.
The other plants live partially
submerged and have names like
anacharis, vallisneria, ceratophyllum and cabomba. A dwarf vangated sweet flag and some goldfish and a few tadpoles will complete my hule garden.
I didn't think this up on my
own and have gotten help and
advice from various sources.
Companies that specialize in
water gardens have been

extremely helpful. There are
things I would never have considered, like the special rubber liner.
My first instinct would be that
any plastic would do the job. Not
so. Some plastics leak chemicals
into the water that arc harmful to
fish.
I also discovered that learning
about water gardening is about
learning how to balance the various elements, plants, water and
fish so that the water stays relatively clear, not choked with
algae.
This is when I decided to start
small, sage advice I haven't paid
a whole lot of attention to in the
other parts of my garden.
Besides. I already have my eye
on a spot in my yard that would
be just perlect for a pond.

While you're sitting around
dreading to file your income tax
return and wondering how you can
save money during the coming year.
you might consider using preventive measures for your pet's health
rather than treating diseases as they
develop.
An example is canine distemper.
Though there has been effective
sac,.'nation against it for quite some
time now, canine distemper is still
seen with some regularity even
though the technology exists to
basically eliminate it from public
health.
Caused by a virus similar to but
not the same as the measles virus.
canine distemper is a highly contagious disease which causes elevated
temperature, an abnormal decrease
of white blood cells, digestive and
respiratory distress and often pneumonic and neurological complications.
Diarrhea and occasional vomiting also may be -seen. Large
amounts of discharge arc seen from
the eyes and nose, and the-dog's

your lawn care professionals
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weeks or months later.
Far more important is early imPossible complications can inmunization of puppies. This is
clude localized twitching of a group complicated, however, because the
of muscles,such as those in the face; presence of antibodies from the
ascending paralysis starting in the
mother's colotrum interferes with
hind legs; and convulsive seizures the vaccine, and it is sometimes
with involuntary incontinence.
tricky to tell when the natural
It is most prevalent in puppies, antibodies have been neutralized.
and puppies should be regularly
Many veterinarians. recommend
vaccinated beginning about eight
vaccination at two-week intervals,
weeks after birth and then following
beginning after weaning. Your
your veterinarian's advice. It can be
veterinarian will recommend a
confused with canine hepatitis, lead -schedule and a type of vaccine
poisoning and leptospirosis.
tailored to your specific animal.
Treatment of an infected anilnal
The means to eliminate this discondition progressively deteriorates
consists of restoring the body's fluid
ease
by vaccination has been availas it loses weight and becomes
balance,
compilin
able
for
g
quite some time. But this
nervous
mandehydrated.
method works only when the owner
Degree of seriousness of symp- ifestations, restoring nutrition and
decides to use it.
toms seems to vary with the strain of controlling secondary bacterial inYour veterinarian doesn't mind
fections.
the virus which is involved.
teaching you the basics of animal
Some dogs will respond to a
The virus is airborne, and iS shed
care and explaining how to care for
by infected animals in droplets in treatment, but many will die due to
your animal. He or she will often
their breath and other body dis- complications of the disease.
emphasize
vaccination, because
Good nursing care .is a must,
charges. that's
usually
the most economically
therefore
careful
cooperati
on of the
The disease can be relatively
efficient as well as the most certain
simple,and not recur after treatment animal's owner with the vetcnnarof initial signs, or it can seem to be an's recommended treatment regi- . way to keep your animal healthy, as
well as to save you money.
cured and then come back several men is essential.

The new, high-yielding "Calhoun" soybean variety developed
by the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture's Agricultural
Experiment Station is available to
Kentucky farmers this year.
"The new variety was released in
1993 because of its superiority in
seed yield in both full season and
double crop plantings." said Morris
Bitzer, UK Extension small grains
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Quick response
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blade decks
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From 25 to 42 -Choose fro!,
superior baggiria H -Vacs or
smooth cutt,na standard mod,

specialist
While the Calhoun variety was
formally released last year,supplies
will be sufficiently available this
year for Kentucky farmers to try a
few acres, Bitzer said.
The new variety was developed
through UK's soybean breeding
program under the direction of
Todd Pfeiffer, a soybean breeder
and geneticist in the university's
agronomy department. The last variety released by Kentucky was Pennyrile, which was released in 1987.
"Both of those varieties are high
yielding," said Bitzer, "but Pennyrile was a tall variety of about 40

Fam

South deale
Both sides v

inches while Calhoun is a semidwarf type of about 30 inches."
The Calhoun variety, which was
developed as a cross-bred between
Ripley and Pershing varieties, matures about five days earlier than
Pennyrile and its seeds contain
acceptable protein and oil dincentrations, he said. Seed yield of
Calhoun was 3.5 percent higher
than Pennyrile in. 60 state and
regional tests. Seed yield was 6
percent higher than Ripley iri 42
state and regional tests.
Calhoun is resistant to race 1 of
ph ytophthora root rot, but is susceptible to soybean cyst nematode.

New members have been initiated at the Murray State University chapter of Alpha Zeta,a professional service and honorary fraternity of agriculture.
New members are Kelisa Allen,a
sophomore from Hardinsburg; Glen
Davis,a junior from Waverly; Staci
Foy, a sophomore from Puryear,
Tenn.; Kim Gilbert, a sophomore
from Lodbelter, Greg Gooch, a
sophomore from Sikeston, Mo.:
Woodmen offers a
wide variety of life
insurance. plans which
provide Ilesibility on
insurance protection
and tax-deferred
interest features. To
lind the plan that
meets your needs
contact:

Allison Harrington, a sophomore
from Benton; William Kaser, a
senior from Brewster, Ma.; Sharla
Lynn,a senior from Brookport, Ill.;
Van Pittman, a sophomore from
Murray; Robert Wynn, a sophomore from Paducah; and Wendy
Young,a sophomore from Morganfield.
Alpha Zeta selection is limited to
agriculture students who have demonstrated high scholarship and
outstanding leadership and character,said Dr.Dwayne Driskill,fraternity adviser. Murray State's Alpha
Zeta chapter has 40 active members
and 283 alumni. It was established
at Murray State in 1981.
Founded at Ohio State University
in 1867, Alpha Zeta's goal is to
provide service to the students and
agricultural divisions of member
institutions and promote the profession of agriculture.
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MSU department will
assist in local project

Pictured at Briggs & Stratton are Rebecca Underhill, Derek Yarbrough,Danny
Coins and Tlna Wooter.
Murray Rotary Club recently donated $500 to the J.U. Kevil Center of
Mayfield to help fund a librarian apprecntIce program at Calloway County Public Library. John Peck, treasurer of the club, presents these
funds to Steve Cochrum of J.U. Kevil.

J.U. Kevil Center open
house will be Tuesday Organized Crime
Tour
will be at Philadelphia
J.U. Kevil celebrates 25 years of
service to people from Calloway;
Graves, Fulton, Carlisle, and Hickman counties.
We will celebrate with an open
house from 2-6 p.m., March 29th.
Everyone is encouraged to tour the
facilitiy and become aware of what
is being done for people with disabilities.
The single word which best describes the J.U. Kevil Center is
"opportunity". Every aspect of
every program is designed to help
individuals develop their capabilities and improve their productivity.
Starting with the vocational evaluation, attention is given to what a
person "can do" rather than simply
focusing on limitations. Training
programs can then be designed to
help each person become the best
worker that he/she can be.
Kevil Industries and Kevil Korner provide employment and training opportunities for a number of
people. For some, this is the first
meaningful work experience of
their lives.
Types of work available at Kevil
Industries includes sewing, manufacturing, wood working, as-

sembly processes, lawn maintenance, and numerous other jobs
subcontracted from local industry.
Workers learn to use a variety of
tools and equipment in a safe manner. They also learn good basic
work habits which are essential to
maintaining employment.
Kcvil Korner, a thrift store operated by the Center, provides retail
training and experience for workers
whose interests and capabilities are
in this area.
Helping people find opportunities that are right for them often
means looking beyond the walls of
J.U. Kevil. Upon completion of
training, many individuals leave the
Center to be employed in the community. This past year various
programs at the Center involved in
job placement activities helped 48
people to find employment in their
local communities.
J.U. Kevil can be different things
to different people. Most of all it is
opportunity - a chance to overcome
limitations and realize the potential
that is within each of us.

PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
Celeste Morello has an offer you
can't refuse — the chance to
walk the rough-and-tumble
streets of South Philadelphia and
learn the real story of organized
crime.
Tired of the stereotypes,
Morello — great-granddaughter
of a Sicilian "man of honor" —
offers a glimpse of history most
Independence Hall tourists never
see.
Her Organized Crime Tour
points ow, that the Irish and Eastern European Jews ran Philadelphia mobs long before La Cosa
Nostra came along.
"I want people to realize that
organized crime is universal. It's
not just the Italians and Sicilians," says Morello, 35, a historian and criminologist who wrote
her master's thesis on South Philadelphia's crime heritage.

Hers is a tale of poor immigrants in an insular neighborhood
that bred familiarity and contempt. It's laced with memories
of the turn-of-the-century Mafia
that prided itself on honor and,
Morello says, was less a gang
than an ethnic Elks Club with a
mean streak.
Most of all, it's a Mit of lost
lives.
1 404
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standing leadership in improving
their local eammuns and we
commend their glom"
Groups participating ill the
Adopt-A-Highway Program enter
into $ joint 1.111011110111 with the
Cabinet to maintaia the cleanliness
of a portion of roadway. A sign is
erected along the adopted section to
recognize the group's efforts. In
addition, die Cabineuprovides the
group with safety information, trash
bags, safety vests, and will pick up
any objects found along the roadway that are too large to be moved
by the group.
The program now has over
14,000 miles of adopted highway
throughout Kentucky and over
3,700 groups participating_Groups
interested in becoming involved in
the Adopt-A-Highway Program can
contact the district office in their
area or the Transportation Cabinet
at (502) 564-4890.

Pi Sigma Alpha
Health Care Forum
— featuring —
Mike Hammonds
of the Governor's Office
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The Kentucky Transportauon
Cabinet's Adopt-A-Highway Program has gained a new member. The
Murray State University Department of Military Science, like many
others throughout Kentucky,joined
the Cabinet's anti-litter campaign by
adopting a section of KY-2075 in
Calloway County and agreed to
support a healthy environment by
keeping the roadway clean for a
period of two years.
We want to express our sincere
appreciation to the Murray's Military Science Department for participating in the Adopt-A-Highway
Program," Secretary of Transportation Don C. Kelly said. "I truly
admire this group's commitment to
their community and their willingness to contribute positively to the
environment. By working together,
thousands of groups throughout the
state are helping to keep Kentucky
litter free and beautiful. These organizations are demonstrating out-
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Famous Hand
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•K 9 5 :1 2
V Q9
• A .1 6
4.1 9H
WEST
EAST
+84
•Q 7 6
111( 107642
V A .1 8 5 3
•—
•Q 7 2
4 10 5 4 3 2
4A K
SOUTH
•A J 10
V—
• K 1098 5 4 3
Q 76
The bidding:
South West
North E:ast
1•
Pass
1•
1 NT
2•
2V
3V
Dhle
4V
3+
4+
Pass
Pass
Dble
5•
Dble
Opening lead — six of hearth.
The United States won the 1993
World Women's Team Championship,defeating Germany in the 128deal final by a score of 325 1MPs to
2'P2 to capture the Venice Cup. The
match was virtually even at the halfway point,but the Americans pulled
away in the third quarter and coasted
to victory.
The United States gained onethird of its margin on this deal,
which occurred early in the match.
The bidding shown took place when
Sharon Osberg and Sue Picus, members ofthe winning Venice Cup team
in 1991, held the North-South cards
for the United States.
After Picus opened with one diamond, a highly competitive auction
ensued. East-West (Ponzelle
Nelunertand Waltraud Vogt)located
their 11-card heart fit, but the Germans made a critical misjudgment
when they elected to double four
spades and then five diamonds,
which proved unbeatable.
Pietas ruffed Vogt'a opening heart
lead and had no trouble placing the
missing queens, given East's one
notrump overcall. Declarer led a diamond-to the ace at trick two and a
spade to the jack at trick three. The
A-K ofspades were cashed,followed
by a fourth spade from dummy.
East had to ruff(ifshe refused to
ruffeither thisspade or the next one,
declarer would discard two clubs
and finish with an overtrick): When
East ruffed, declarer overruffed,
cashed the diamond king,emoted to
the diamond jack and discarded a
club on dummy's remaining spade to
make exactly five for a score of plus
750.
At the other table.t hi. 11.S. East West pair of Karen McCallum and
Kerni Sanborn pressed on to five
hearts, were doubled and wound up
making six — +1050 — when the
defenders failed to cash their two
spade tricks at the outset The net
result of plus 1,81X) points gave the
United States a pickup of 114 IMI's
on the deal

Something Old,

I-926-112/

•

Something New
926'112/
There's something new to remember. From now on, when you make long
distance calls to telephone numbers within Kentucky's 502 area code, dial
0 or 1 + 502 and then the number you're calling.*
The nation's continued telecommunications growth has created a shortage
of telephone numbers. By dialing the appropriate area code on a// long distance
calls, numbers are freed up for new business and residential customers.
If you have long distance numbers within the 502 area code on any programmed services or equipment like Speed Calling, Call Forwarding, modems, or
even a FAX machine, now's the time to reprogram them. Effective April 2,
1994, dialing the area code will be necessary to complete long distance calls
to telephone numbers within the 502 area.
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I §91 01 (0 Conveyance of Lots is hereby amended as follows

C
Nor shall any person possessing Me lot a the heir of persons possessing Ih• lot nor any Other person firm. or corporation sell or assign.
for avaluabre consideration any iot except hereinafter provided nor receive any compensation other than as hereinafter provided
SECTION II 01 02(A)(B)IC I ID (E Placing Bodies in Vault: Removal are hereby repealed and the following policies snali be adopted
A
It shall be unlawful for any undertaker or mortician or any other person to place Of cause to be placed the body of a deceased person In the
receiving vault of the city cemetery unless a permit tor the placing of surer body in the vault has been granted by the City Clerk
Acplication for such permit may be made by any relative of the deceased or by the undertaker or mortician having charge ot the funeral Or
B
interment Of such body or by any Other interested person
Such permit shall be granted for thirty i30r days to any of the above named persons for the placing en the receiving vault the body of any
C
deceased person who shah i at the time be entitled to interment in the city cemetery At the expiration of the thirty 130) day permit the body shall be
removed uniess extenuating circumstances prevent permanent interment In this event a second thirty (30) day permit may be granted
however under no circumstances shall a..body remain in the receiving vault longer than sixty (60) days
ft shall be unlawful tor the Sexton to allow the body of any deceased person to be pieced in the receiving vault unless a permit as set out in
s section has been granted
III §91 04 (A) Certificate of Permissive Use is hereby amended as tollows

A. Cert hi:Wes of permissive use of buri.e lots ,n all sections of the cemetery or additions hereafter platted in the city cemetery shall be and are
cricec as foe:errs to-vet

SECTION

IV §91 04 lE) (1) (2) and (F) (1 ) (2) are hereby repealed
V §91 05 Perpetual Care Fund (A),(Et) (C)(D) WC hereby repealed

SECTION

VI The following poircues regarding a C.emmery Trust Fund snail be adopted

SECTION

nd ir accordance with Chapter 307 Kentucky Revised Statutes
The C,ty of Murray shall maintain a Cemetery Trust F'iti-

.A

Any expenditures horn the interest earnings of the Cemetery Trust Fun(' shall be on the recommendation of the City Council Finance
:tee to the legleative body prior to torrnai request arid approval horn the Consumer Protection Division Attorney General's Office State of
ere-tuck y
• El

SECTION

VII §91 08 Planting of Trees and Other Living Flora is hereby amended as follows

A
No trees and weer living Mora other than flovires may be planted in the Murray City Cemetery except in those areas designated in an
official plan developed by the Cemetery Committee.
E.
Those living memorials presently located in the Murray City Cemetery are exempt from the prohibition contained in this chapter until such
time they are determined by the Cemetery Committee to be unsightly or dangerous, at which time they will be removed by the city.
(C) Decorations shall be allowed only to the silent they do not inhibit mowing or other maintenance activities. Decorations shall be
placed on stones or in other areas which do not contribute to problems with maintenance. All artificial decorations located at the base
of monuments shall be removed by April 1.01 each year. All other decorations located at the base of monuments shall be removed and
disposed of one week after replacement unless cared for by the person placing them The City of Murray assumes no responsibility for
•missing vases, flowers, or other such decorations
SECTION

VIII A new section of regulations entitled Payment Schedule for Certificates of Permissive Use's hereby adopted as follows

A
Pre-need. Persons purchasing Certificates of Permissive Use at Pre-Need will be permitted to malt. payments to the City Clerk
over a period not to exceed twelve (12) months from purchase date No deed( s1 to any cemetery burial lot shall be surrendered by the
City Clerk until full payment is received or no burial space may be used until the conditions of (B) At-Need are met.
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Upon approval of the Mayor, the City Clerk may designate a burial space to indigent persons.

All footstones and other markers shall be at ground level in order to not affect mowing maintenance.
.7
Headstones and or grave markers shall only be of granite. marble, or bronze, with the exception of standard government
markers. Absolutely no standard grade of monument shall be allowed
SECTION X. Opening and Closing Hours The Murray Police Department shall be responsible for opening the gates to the city
cemetery daily at sunrise and closing the gates daily at sundown.
SECTION

XI A new section of regulations entitied Rules and Regulations Pricing City of Murray Mausoleum is hereby adopted as

fo,lows
"he :ost of crypts in the City of Murray Mausoleum is as follows

A

Garden True Companions

Garden Singles
Levei 4
Level 3
Level 2
..eve '
/B1

Level
Level
Level
Level

St 850 DO
$2 275 X
$2 275 00
$1 85000

$3 450 00
$3 850 00
$3 850 00
$3 450 00

4
3
2
1

-he cost of columbanum nrcees in the City of Murray Mausoieum is as follows
All tie deis

$55000

purchase price of crypts includes the opening and closing of crypts at the time of entombment name Oates and appropriate dates

(C

0. Tee purchase price of a ceiumbarrum niche indudes the opening and closing of the niche at the time of inumrnent There will be a $100 00
charge for subsequent opening of a nrcne for inumment purposes
E
Tee City of Murray does not permit hangers for floral arrangements to be installed on crypt or niche doors Memorial decorations/military
paques may be placed in an area designated in the landscaping outside of the mausoreum
LF

The City of Murray does not permit moretean/ 21 urns of remains in the colurnbanum ruche
The City of Murray will refund the purchase price of crypts or niches at such time the city has obtained a resale for the unused spaces
No crypts or niches may be sad by an individual to another individual
The City of Murray may arrange bank financing tor the purchase

SECTION

570

Wonted

On recommendation of the Public Safety
the following Ordinance:
NOW THEREFORE BE IT ORDAINED
BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
MURRAY AS FOLLOWS, TO-WIT:
Section 1: Ordinance No. 501 is hereby
repealed in its entirety.
Section 2: Section II of Ordinance No.
730 is hereby repealed.
Section 3:Stop signs shall be installed on
the north and south intersection of Poplar
and 13th Street. Poplar at 13th Street shall
be a through street. Vehicles approaching
said intersection on 13th Street are required
to come to a complete stop prior to en ten rig
such intersection.
Section 4: The east side of South 13th
Street from Poplar to Vine Street is hereby
designated as no parking.
Section 5: The Superintendent of Streets
is hereby directed to install or erect the
appropriate traffic signs and marking in
accordance with this ordinance.
Section 6: Any person violating this
ordinance shall, upon conviction, be guilty of
a misdemeanor and subject to the penalties
prescribed in KRS 189.990.
William

Wm N Cherry Mayor
Attest JO Crass City Clerk
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OPEN Pizza Mope Aurora
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MCDonalds
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Now taking
applications for
evenings &
weekends.
Apply In person
at McDonald's,
Murray, Ky.
•
CLEAN house Tuesday &
Friday Lynn Grove area
Reply to PO Box 1040 D
Murray KY 42071

Open Sundays
1 p.m.-4 p.m.
753-2310
I Marty Koon am no longer
responsible for any debts
other than my own
MONEY SOURCES For
start up businesses
growth development ex
Pension inventory lever
age buyout etc We also
pay caSh for your mon
gage (502) 492 8542
MRS. THERESA, Reader
& Advisor. A true born
Psychic gifted from God
5547904 call for
appointment

DON T chance romance
Call Match Maker lnterna
tonal (502)554 8600

Nell W. Churchill
Jrn loving memory of my sister Nell
Churchill
who
passed away two
years ago March
27, 1992.
Memories never
fade, you are always
close in my heart.
I love and miss
you Nellie.
Your Sis, Barbie
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INDIVIDUAL • BUSINESS
FARM • BOOKKEEPING
ESTATE • PAYROLL
SALES TAX • CORPORATE

Rd.

Mike Hodge, EA, ATA

1502) 753-6069

Every

Kn igh

KY 94 West
Hare Roa
OPEN TO TN

753-0466
Americas Second Car

Ugly Duckling
t ocatoons Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom

Vans. and Vans For Moving

Office, 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 02071

Lowest Rates In Town
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

We
excellent
We have

Nur

A

SECURITY OFFICER
LOST REWARD OF
FERED for safe return of
orange and white male cat
with yellow collar and tags
Lost in the West part of
town on Melrose Drrve Call
753 4899 or 753 1916 and
ask for Amy
LOST two red female
Beagles Five months old
no collar strayed from
Shilo KY 753 1996

Gerald
Richardson
thank everyone
for the prayers.
food 6. flowers

MATURE man
needed for 3rd
positon of loc
store Duties ir
end supervision
eeping duties
managerial dub
part-time poset
son needs to
work days and
Send resumes
Lot. S 12th, I
42071

'The Income Tax Professionals'

915 Coldwater

02ci
Personals

is now accepting
applications for
manager
and
asst. manager for
the Western KY
area. Two years
management experience preferred. Send resume
w/references to
Andrew Jordan,
Area Supervisor,
303 Sheila Dr.,
Ilopkinsville, KY
42240.

1)0 you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the fu
ture and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB MURRAY Family YMCA
openings for people 16 thru seeks Executive Director to
21 that are not lull time high manage programs and fit
school students Call ness center B S Degree
753 9378 Five days a week and 5 years experience required Excellent motivabetween 8 00am 3 00pm
This project is funded by tional. leadership and
public relations skills es
the Job Training Partner
senbal Send resume and 3
Ship Act through the Ken
lucky Department for Em- references to Judy Brookployment Services and the hiser MSL/ Box 9 Murray,
West Kentucky Private In- KY 42071 0009
dustry Council This is an NO experience' $500 to
Equal Opportunity prog- $900 weekly/potential pro
ram Auxiliary aids and ser- cessing FHA mortgage re
vices are available upon funds
Own hours
request to individuals with 1 501 646 0044 ext 389,
disabeillees
24 hours

Joyce Noel F-A, CH)

during our time
of sorrow.

Notice
Dry Carpet Cleaner
The professional way to dry
Dean,carpet yourself On
sale now at Black s Niue
ating Center 701 S eel St
Murray or call 753 0839

• Dtpodinod we 2 days
In advanc•I

Hodge, Noel & Associates

Introduced by the City Council on 3110/94.
Adopted by the City Council on 3/24/94.

wishes to

7' a ton Trans oenrai
gas neat 8 am oondi
tionrrig unit new Once
18000 new condition.
fully guaranteed

Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

Due to cc
growth i
Murray i
job openii
ist in the
of a FO!
500 comp
selected y
be given e
paid cla
training.
provide co
company
efits, majo
cal, dental
savings.
starting
will be $1E
& up. All
otions ba
merit niority. Tc
cepted you
pleasant I
ality, be
tious,
minded,
grade 12
ter, 21 oi
and be ho:
Call 753
ask t
Donnie T
Mon.-TI
10 a.m.-6

N. Cherry, Mayor

Attest:
Jo Crass, City Clerk

The family of

Adopted by the Murray City Council on the 24 day of March 1994

MIN 7 p.m
19119.7116

Free Caumn

Committee, the Murray City Council adopts

price of crypts or niches but does not hancle internal financing

Introduced to the Murray City Council on the 10 day of March 1994

fils-1300

560

AN ORDINANCE REPEALING ORDINANCE NUMBER 501, ELIMINATING
THE EAST AND WEST STOP SIGNS
AT THE INTERSECTION OF POPLAR
AND SOUTH 13TH STREET; AND DESIGNATING NO PARKING ON THE
EAST SIDE OF SOUTH 13TH STREET
FROM POPLAR TO VINE.

SECTION X111 In all other respects Chapter 91 Cemeteries as amended rs hereby reaffirmed Any ordinances or portions of ordinances In
conflict with this ordnance are repealed to the extent of such conflict only

For Into:
1101-1142-5300

For Tracts

He
Wanted

X11 §91 99 Penalty (A) is hereby repealed

Located 707 S. eh St.
Ma yfieikl Western
Auto Store
ads accoped through
April 9 1994
Leave sealed bids at
Western Auto Store
Masyleeld

Pubtic Sale

540

SEARS

A new section of reguations entioed Monuments is hereby adopted as loliows

Only headstones shall be allowed above ground within the cemetery.

rti

410

01 u

The City Clerk Is empowered to void any Certificate of Permissive Use If payment Is not received as outlined In (A) above.

IX

Mon.- Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

MISCELLANEOUS

141941
Rolla

2
At-Need Persons purchasing Certificates of Permissive Use At-Need shall be required to remit payment for the burial space
prior to interment, or, to arrange with the funeral home handling the funeral service. to have the cost of the burial space added to the
funeral bill. Funeral homes may remit such receipts as outlined in 491.07(8), however, under no circumstances shall any funeral home
incur any obligation to the City of Murray if payment is not made by such persons.

SECTION

OFFICE HOURS.
.

Home Furnonrcs

140

ORDINANCE 94-1018
CHAPTER 91 CEMETERIES

NOW THEREFORE BE ORDAINED BY THE MURRAY CITY COUNCIL COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY AS FOLLOWS TO-wiT

SECTION

Property
For Sae
For Soto
For Sao

Motile Homes For Sole
..—... Fa Salo or Lease
Home Loons

ORDINANCE NUMBER 94-1017

SECTION

Pool Estate

lodpsw & lImes wi be respons4bie tor only one Incorrect insertion. Any error
should be repoded awnedately so corrections can be
mode.

270
365
420
430

tAlal
Molise

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CITY OF MURRAY CODE OF ORDINANCES

Advancers are requested le
check the t Insodion at
then ads kw any error. 6411110e
!Alt SAL'S

Computers
FOr Sao or Troop
Wont To Buy

nit

010
L•1101
Naos

AWILIIMEdia

A N019
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leANSPOR IA liON

PEAL ESTATE RtN1A1

FARMERS MArrir

3J1
Openi

CALL 753-1916
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COACH NEEDED for
Calvert City Swim Team
Knowledge of strokes and
able to work with children
ages 5-18 from July 1 July
25 Send resume to PO
Box 264 Calver City KY
42029. or call 395 8164 by
April 10 1994

FAST RELIABLE SERVICE!

Jacquelyn D.Watson,CPA
Income Taxes • Bookkeeping • Payroll
financed StaterrItaltS • Abehtf
• a.m. to 5 p.m. - Monday thru Friday
Saturday & Evening Appoint:21mb Available

302A N. 12th St., Murray, KY

Call Now! 753-4347

Security Officer position available in
the Murray, Ky. area. No experience
necessary, will train. Uniforms furnished. Group medical insurance
avilb
Apply in person at
58 Murray Guard Dr.
Jackson, TN 38035
1-901-668-3122
EOE M/F/DN

HELP WANTED.
HOME HEALTH AIDES
Attention - nurse aides in hospitals and extended
care facilities. Looking for a change and a
challenge? Talk to us about nurse aide positions
with the Purchase Deland. Health Department
Home Health Agency. Discuss our competitive
pay plan and review our benefits for full time
employees. A register of qualified applicants is
being formed to fill full time, part time or PRN
positions for Calloway and Marshall County
patients. When hired, the •pplicant will provide
personal care and homemaking services to clients
in their homes. Hours are primarily day shill
weekdays. Use of personal vehicle is required,
with mileage reimbursement. Generous fringe
benefits and holidays for full time position•
Beginning salary is 8444 75 bi.weekly, with•10%
increase in the first year of employment Applicants must be high school graduates or have a
GED. and have one year of appropriate health
related experience (aide in nursing home, hospital or home health agency). Applications may be
secured at any area Health Center, or at the
Purchase District Administrative Office. 320
North 7th Street. Mayfield, KY The deadline for

applications is Friday. April 1, 191/4
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYIR.

14101 SOunit 1

We
excellent I
We have
RN: inc
Must have or
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

3 Job
Openings
Due to company
growth in the
Murray area 3
job openings exist in the branch
of a FORTUNE
500 company. If
selected you will
be given expense
paid classroom
training. We will
provide complete
company
benefits, major medical, dental, 401K
savings.
Your
starting income
will be $1600/mo.
& up. All promotions based on
merit - no seniority. To be accepted you need a
pleasant personality, be ambitious,
sports
minded,
have
grade 12 or better, 21 or older
and be bondable.
Call 753-5353
ask for
Donnie Tinsley
Mon.-Thurs.
10 a.m.-6 p.m.

MECCA, Masson EmPfaY
ment and Career Consulting of America AS tar career development help you
need resume budding, interview techniques, job
market strategies. salary
negotiation Call for your
personal appoinerient today 502-753-5624 The initial assessment a tree,
EARN up to $3 000/mo processing mortgage refunds
in your area No experience
necessary 502 569 1962
HOUSEKEEPER for thor
ough cleaning on Fridays
4 5hrs references re
guy
7ed 59-1401
IMMEDIATE openings
general laborer & welder
position Apply in person
Vegan Metal in Sedalia
328-8980

MINN
FM Ole

ALTERATIONS and repairs Rental gowns & tuxedos Ruth s See and Sow
Country Square. 1608 N
121. Murray 753-6961

MOTORCYCLE helmet
steel to work boots & army
boots Camping supplies
Jerry s Sporting Goods.6th
& Wainut, Maylieid

SEWING jobs wanted. including formal iv••r
753-1061

PROM DRESS size 8. blue
& white jewelry to match,
$100 753-5368

For Sea
Or Trade
YOU BRING
753-7400

WE SELL'

Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Cali 753-9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home
tires & axles 436-2578,
901-644-0679

Advisor.
SAFETY
$2150/mo Company will
Call Mon -Fri,
train
only
9am•lpm
615-399-8269

CASH paid for good, used
rifles shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th,
Murray

WILDLIFE/
CONSERVATION JOBS
Game wardens, security,
maintenance, etc No exp
necessary Now hiring For
info call (219) 794-0010 ext
7159, Sam-9pm, 7 days

USED Nordic Track
753-5450

070
Domestic
& Childcare
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and experienced, references Call
Linda 759-9553

MATURE man or woman K & C house or office cleanneeded for 3rd managerial ing, experienced, reasonposaon of local grocery able rates 753-3680,
store Duties include front 436-5449
end supervision and bookkWILL sit with elderly Ineeping duties plus other
cludes meals & cleaning
managerial dunes This is a
Call 753-4590 for informapart-time position but pertion & references
to
able
be
to
needs
son
work days and weekends
Send resumes to Save-A
Lot, S 12th, Murray KY
42071

CLASSIFIED

Income Tax
By Appointment Only

Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service
Call Tony Page at

753-8107

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doors open at 600)

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road, South to Sq.
Hale Road, right on Sq. Hale Road 1/4 rrwls
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

753-0466

Pearls.
I/NW

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

WestMew
NuoirsiNG

HOME

Westview Nursing Home offers
excellent benefits and competitive salanes
We have the following job opportunities:
LPN's - Full tirne, 3-11
Nursing Assistant • Full time
Apply in person or contact
Barbara Clapp, RN, DON
EOE
502 753 1304
1401 SOUTH iSch STREET MURRAY KENTUO(Y 42071

WestView
NUPI•ING

NOME

Westview Nursing Home otters
excellent benefits and competitive salaries
We have the following job opportunity:
RN: Inservice Coordinator, Full time.
Must have ono year expenence in long term ears
or adult education.
Apply in person or contact
Barbara Clapp, RN, DON
EOE
502 753 1304
1401 $OUT.i but STREET MURRAY KENTUCKY 42071

SIZE 8-10 Emerald green
sequined top prorn dress
shoes dyed to match
492-8523 after 5pm
SUN tanning beds new &
used, financing available
Parts service & supplies
Call Sonny Hooks
7 5 3 - 9 2 7 4 ,
1-800-540-9790
YOU BRING. WE SEW
753-7400

I

14X70 FLEETWOOD 30r
2 full bah 436-4273
2614 mobile home for sale
on rented lot, $3.500 obo
Cal 753-6012 after 5pm
81 MARK III, I2X60 21a. 1
bath, central his, refrigerator, stove Coach Estates
Murray Must be moved'
$5.300 753 6 509 ,
354-8153 Will sell some
furnishings extra
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435-4027
260
Mobile
Homes For Fiord
2BR central gas heat air 8
miles North References
$250 753-3942
2BR Grogan s Trailer Park
Appliances & water furnished
Coleman RE
753-9898
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209

'Sc
WANT to buy used boats,
motors & trailers
502-436-5464
WANT to buy: antique furniture glassware &china 1
piece or housefull Call
492-8128 between
10am 4 30pm
WINDOW air conditioners,
working or not 753-5958

285
Appliances

10IN color N,Jasmine wedding dress,-2 new helmets,
fish tank & accessories,
Bearcat 70- XLT scanner,
2-10 speeds, violin, 2 hotpots, 386 computer, Bearcat 210- XL scanner Call
762-6291 for details
1979 FORD Courier & topper, $400, obo Also small
sleeper sofa, good condition $175 759-4756 after
5pm
1989 JOHN Deere 11hp,
rear engine, riding mower
30in cut, good condition,
$650 753-2183
BAHAMA Cruise! Sdays/4
nights, undertx)oked! Must
sell! $279/couple. Limited
tickets. (407) 767-8100 ext
4395 Mon-Sat 9am-10pm
BEAUTIFUL solid oak rocking chairs Regular $49.95
or more Our price $3750
While supplies last, limit 2
per customer Paschall
Floor Covering, 8 miles
South of Murray on Hwy
641 498-8964
BOGARD trucking and excavating, tric We haul top
sod gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap 759-1828
BRIDESMAID DRESSES
1 peach, 1 mauve, size 8 to
10, $35/ea 753-5368

800-2200SO tt
RE 753-9898

COMPLETE super single
waterbed 753-6962
KING size waterbed, bookcase headboard, mrror,
new drop-in interspring
mattress, $200 obo
753-4144
KING size waterbed, $75
753-2915
REFRIGERATOR, stove,
dryer & super single
waterbed Call 759-4010
alter 5pm or leave
message.
USED 3,5 & 7 piece dining
room suits Beds, chest,
dresser, living room suit,
recliners, chairs, end & coffee table, sofa & picture
window tables, washer &
dryer, & base cabinet
753-1502.
190
Fans
Equipment
140 INTERNATIONAL
tractor 436-2428
574 INTERNATIONAL with
quick disk connect front
end loader. Call 753-9840
CASE International 495
tractor, 42hp, approximately 150 hours
5 0 2 7 5 3 - 4 38 9
or
502-753-5960

FOR sale gas range perfect working condition,
$250 Baby buggy, $30
baby carrier. $10 Call
753-7254
FRUSTRATION pencils,
tracing figures, book
marks, magnets HBS Rt 1,
Hardin, KY 42048
LARGE selection of fiberglass for roofing, underpinning & green houses as low
as $2 50/sheet W• buy
factory direct, not
through a distributor.
2X4X8 al low as $1/ea
Paschall Floor Covering, 8
miles south of Murray on
Hwy 641 498-8964
MATTRESSES, any size
Buy factory direct' Ask about our Repads1 Smith Mattress
Factory
502-851-3160
NEW metal siding & roofing Cover 36 cut to length
in 10 colors galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable carport kits 489 2722 or
489-2724

CITY OF MURRAY TAX BOOKS FOR
1993 WILL BE CLOSED AT THE END
OF BUSINESS ON MARCH 31, 1994 IN
PREPARATION OF PUBLICATION OF
A DELINQUENT PROPERTY TAX
LISTING.

Coleman

HARD to believe that office
space on the courtsquare in
downtown Murray is affordable & available but it is &
Debbie can tell you all about it Call 753-1266

Seerbleade
For Rao
1BR opt for rent. $2001mo
Newly redecorated Can be
seen March 24th 28Ih or
call 753-9345 anytime

MUR CAL Aziartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

1BR centre/ tva. *lid hookup references & deposit
required
No pets
753-3949

NEWLY constructed 2br
near MSU $400/mo Cali
753-0472

1BR 0101140 to University,
some ultimo' paid
753-8756

NICE duplex 2br central
Mi. appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898

teR. located in Cherry Ca
net $185/me water turn
'shed Deposit & references required 436-2884
alter 5pm

NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
Southside Manor 906
Broad St Extended be
hveen 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

10R low utilities, references & deposit required
No pets $185/mo
753 3946
I OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109
2BR. 1'6 bath townhouse,
new spacious All appliances furnished including washer & dryer Call
753-1614
2BR 1 bath duplex, garage
with automatic door
opener, dish washer, garbage disposal wid hookup central ha. $450/mo
I yr lease Day 753-7688,
nights 759-4703
2EIR, 1 bath duplex. Appliances furnished. Central
gas heat, central air,
$425/mo 1 'no deposit, lyr
lease, no pets 753-2905
2BR duplex, $250/mo. No
pets 207 S 11th St
753-0409, 753-3415
2BR townhouse new, spacious, all appliances includ
ing washer & dryer
753-4573

2BR, water furnished Located 1601 Farmer,
NICE 2dr garage for teat ..$300/mo. Coleman RE
New doors & roof. 753-9898
Equipped with air compres- 4BR 2 bath apts available
sor, gas heat, bathrooms, now. Centel ha, applioffice with furnishings & camas furnished Located
paved lot in Hardin, KY on Diuguid Coleman RE
Call 437-4465 after 4pm. 753-9898
RETAIL or Office Space in
S. Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612

EMBASSY 2br, central
gas, appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898

FURNISHED apts renting
now. Available in May No
pets. Also sleeping rooms
Zimmerman Apts
1,2,3BD apts Furnished, 753-6609.
very nice near MSU. No
pets
7 5 3 - 1 2 5 2 LARGE 1'4 yr old 2br brick
duplex Stove, refrigerator
days,753-0606 after 5pm
with icemaker, dishwasher,
1BR apartment, utilities in- miaowave Wid hook-up.
cluded, rent based on in- Central gas ha. Low utilicome. Elderly, handicap & ties Great neighborhood.
disabled Equal Housing $425/mo Lease, deposit,
Opportunity
no pets 753-9302
502-354-8888
320

Apartments
For Rent

REDIKEN 759-1874

Fringe Benefits
ull Set
Manicure
(Hot Wax)

$30 Haircut
$8 Shades
Eq Color

$10
$2.0

Formerly Sun Sensations

CASE riding mower. Very
good condition, ready for
mowing, $300 759-4538
COLORTYME clearance
sale, all previously rented
items must go 14 cu ft
refrigerator $200. tax 25'
tv's,$150+ tax & up VCR's
$125+ tax & up Kenwood
710, $500. tax And much
more Call or come by today 759-4487

Mobile
HOMO Lots For Rent

REFRIGERATORS,
MOBILE home lots for rent
stoves, washers & dryers
Clean & guaranteed to 492-8488
work Call 354-8528
anytime
Business
Rentals

191N Zenith custom series
television, 6yr old, excellent condition 753-3906

PUBLIC NOTICE

)0 CRASS
CITY CLERK

ROYAL blue, all sequined,
short length, oft the shoulder, size 7 Shoes earrings
& flowers included only
$150 Metallic gad all sequined short length, long
sleeved with scoop neckline, size 6 Shoes included. only $250 Call
753-0019

Ifesse Per Sai

Norma jeane's Nail*
EXERCYCLE like new, all
attachments, including
video Top of the line, $100
firm 436-5400
GOLF dubs for sale Wilson GE 1-SW $100 Ram
Tour 3-PW $100 Ram
Lazar 2-PW (missing 81)
$50 Idkstand $10 Junior
set 1-3W 3-5-7-9 I.Bag
$30 759-4058
210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
FIREWOOD, also tree service 436-2562
220
Musical
PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk, 753-9600
250
Business
Seriices
K T I and Associates offering a full line of investigative
services Bel Air Center
753-3868 or 436-6099
260
T.V.
Radio
DON'T Miss ColortymeS
March madness clearance
sale All previously rented
items will be sold Come by
today for•mad deal Open
9am-6pm, Mon-Sat, until
7pm on Fri 12th St Murray
270
Mobil.
Mows For Sale
14X70 MOBILE home
Step-up kitchen/dining
large eont and back porch
489 2200 or 435 4200
1965 28X44 DOUBLEW
IDE 30r. 2 bath cathedral
ceilings, 2 large decks ex
Vs nice, $19500 obo Must
be moved,CaN 436 25150r
753-6567
2BR furnished & carpeted
on 3 loft Well & septic
system A bargain Wilson
Realty 302 S 12th
753 3263

6041/2 Broad Ext.

FAST REFUNDS
IRS Electronic Filing - $25.00
Tax Preparation
Pick Up & Delivery On Request

KDL Bookkeeping
& Payroll Service
Kathy Lee • 502-474-2796

STATE LINE
WESTERN WORLD
Is having a howling good sale this
month on name brands like Rocky
Mountain, Wrangler, Roper, Acme,
Bailey. Big Horn, and many more So
shop with us compare
prices & return for savings
you II appreciate
STATE LINE WESTERN WORLD is
located 1 8 mars west of Hazel on
893 west Look for brown & orange
sign at the yellow cation 14ht in
Hazel Open Mon Sat 10 1
502-492-6 1 44

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue" basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 KM. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY
753-4199

SUMMERS coming, beautiful lake dupiex boat ramp
each 2br, *41 hook up
15min from Murray Top
$350/mo, bottom $275/mo
527-9639

MONDAY

MARCH 28

11

1904

Lels
For Sada

Nous
Female

MARTIN Heights Subdivision , 1602 Tabard
125X140, aty Laken Cal
750-1604

HOME for sale by mem(
753-6235

8 7 acres, East of Murray,
woods, pasture, $8,960
beautiful
Terms
750-1922

Homes
For Sale

NEW 30r 2 bath mei whirlpool tub. cathedra ceiling
in living roars & dining
large lutchen, 2car garage
N 16th across from Sullivan Golf Course Call
492-8873 or 492-8238 from
6 lOpm evenings
RUSTIC house on 3 acres.
Southwest school district,
30X40 metal shop, 16X16
patio deck 3br 2 bath
central gas heat & air.
$69 500 Serious inquires
only 492-8600 after 5pm

1900 SO ft 3br, 1 bait
brick, newly remodeled on
n acre lot Bull in '57
$50,000 750-1362

SPACIOUS 3br, 2 bait
with great flowing lay out.
beautiful kitchen breakfast
room seperate dining
2BR 1", bath, brick on 3 room Lots of extras counacres on Hwy 80 near try club view CaS for your
Aurora, $55,000
appointment today
753-6566, 753-2951
753-2905

3BR,central gas heat & air,
470
3yrs old fenced back yard,
nice neighborhood Good
Motorcycle,
starter or retiree home Immediate possession
1989 KAWASKI pet ski 550
753-5214 after 5pm
Many extras, with trader,
excellent condition, $2,650
3BR home in town, quiet
Must sell' 753-6885
neighborhood Reduced to
$49,500 Contact Kop- YOU BRING, WE SELL1
VERY nice 2br, 2 bath du- perud Realty
753-1222 753-7400
plex. appliances furnished, MLS* 5269
central gas heat & air,
490
$475/mo I mo deposit, 1 5 ROOM house near ColUsed
yr lease No pets Cat dwater 753-0438
Cars
753-2905
BY OWNER 3br, 1
bath
CHEVROLET
Im
1972
brick ranch Eat-in kitchen
330
formal dining room, living pala excellent condition,
Rooms
$1,250 492-8475 after
room family room with
For Rent
bay window Central gas 5pm
1614 OLIVE. all utilities heat & air wall-to-wall car
1980 OLDS Cutlass, $250
furnished, kitchen & Irving pet, ceiling fans yacuzzi
needs some motor work
room privileges Coleman 14x14ft storage bldg Lot Call 759-1518 after 4pm
75x150 ad}acient lot availRE 753-9898
able Walk to banks & shop- 1981 EL Camino, $2,500
8 MILES South of Murray, ping Priced to sell mid 1601 Loch Lomond
$100/mo 436-2510
753-3704
$70s Call for appt
753-4359
1982 F250 H D 4X4,

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments I 2 & 3 bedrooms. handicap accessible Equal Housing Opportunity Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky.. or call
502-437-4113.

BY owner Canterbury
beautiful, large, 4br, 2 bath
tri-level, breakfast room,
2BR house near downtown formal dining room, large
Murray $325/mo lease re- great room, new gas pac,
quired 753-4109
new carpet, extra large
2BR house in country, master bedroom with seperate all mirrored dressing
$250/mo 753-8582
room, budt-in bookshelves,
3BR house in town pretty wallpaper, beauti$300/mo. 753-8292, fully landscaped corner lot.
6prri-lOpm,
Many special features. Priced to sell 759-4155
SMALL 3br house 16034
Olive, $250. 492-8225.
3BR brick home in Southwest school district. Central
360
gas heat, central electric
air, attached garage. Just
For Rent
reduced to $69,500 thru
Or Una
Kopperud Realty.
Brakes for rent, Pro Two,
753-1222. MLS•013
for vinyl siding 436-2701
CREEKVIEW Self-storage BY owner Great 3br, 2 bath
warehouses on Center brick home, wooded lot in
Drive behind Shoney's quiet subdivision. Central
gas heat/air. 2 car garage,
$20440/mo. 759-4081
interior completely redeNORTHWOOD Storage corated. Move in condition.
presently has units avail- Owner leaving area. Must
able. Call 753-2905
sacrifice mid 70's. East Y
Subdivisoon. 753-1468.
WANT TO LEASE 4 -1
aae of dark fired tobacco to EXCELLENT quality & floor
tend 492-8159
plan awaits you in this new
home Great room, formal
dining room, seperate
150
kitchen, 3br, 2 bath Only
Pets
$98,500 Contact Kop& Supplies
perud Realty, 753-1222.
DOG Day Afternoon, dog MLS* 5224.
grooming 759-1768
REDUCED' 1931sq ft. for
HAVE an obedient, safe $65,000, 1712 Ryan, 3br, 2
dog for show or home
bath brick ranch, fireplace,
Classes or private lessons
privacy fence, owner fiServing Murray for over nancing 753-5703
12yrs 436-2858
FRESH on the market' 3br
brick home with attached
PEG'S Dog Grooming garage located near university Priced to sell at
753-2915
$63,000 MLSe 024 ConWEST Highland white ter- tact Kopperud
Realty,
nor pups. Champion sired, 753-1222
$500/ea 759-4556

20,XXX miles on rebuild,
good condition, $5,500.
Call 435-4503
1985 DODGE Aries, good
condition, dependable
transportation, $800 obo
753-5965 after 5pm
1985 IROC Z-28, t-tops,
loaded, all options, good
condition, $3,700 obo
753-6885.
1985 PONTIAC Sunbird,
black good tires, sun roof,
new interior, sport wheels,
high mileage, $1,500 obo
Also set of 4 Modular aluminum 15- 6 lug wheels
7532-4938
1987 MAZDA B-2200, 5sp,
am/fm cassette, $2,000
759-9641
1990 HONDA Accord LX
One owner, 5sp, $7,000
753-9778 after 6pm
1991 PONTIAC Grand Am,
blue, 50,XXX miles, 4dr,
$6,500 527-5319
1991 TOYOTA Caney in
excellent condition Call
753-6098
1992 EAGLE Talen,
loaded 753-8613 after
5 30pm
1993 PLYMOUTH Lazer
RS, Ssp, low miles, excellent condition, take over
payments 489-2609 after
6pm
SALES manager's demo1991 Toyota Camry LE,
V-6, power windows, power
locks power seat, tilt,
cruise, am -fm cassette,
sunroof aluminum wheels,
new tires. 33.XXX miles,
$13,500 Call 753-4236 after 6pm

390
Poultry
& Supplies
CHICKEN litter, $25 per
pick-up load Stahler's
Dairy & Poultry farm
753-7387

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in Classifieds every day.including the Shopper.
foi Sidea month (paid in advance).

36 PLUS acres with two
new bldgs house trailer
All improvements in Camden. TN 901-586-4501

Call 753-1916-tor details.

CONDOMINIUM for sale or
lease Low utilities, on site
security 753-3293 after
6pm

rthroll Yrwerellargtetthiril,

JUST now on the market 2
acre tract of land on Hwy 94
lust West of Lynn Grove
Offered at $13,500 thru
Kopperud Realty,
753 1222 MLSir 026

(ABSOLUTE AUCTION))

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-WI price ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
NEW duplex for sale Cambridge Estates Gene
Steely 753-6156
ROBERTS Realty Galloway County s oldest and
most reliable real estate
agency For all your real
estate needs call them today at 753 1651 1 Sycamore and 12th St

125 ROLLING ACRES

SAT, APRIL 2ND, 1:00 P.M.

RATTRAY DAIRY LAND
SOUTH GRAVES CO KENTUCKY
NEAR THE LYNN VILLE COMMUNITY
FROM LYNNVILLE TAKE HWY 381 SOUTH 2.5 MILES
SOUTH OF MAYFIELD KY- WEST OF MURRAY KY
EAST OF FULTON KY • NORTH OF DRESDEN TN

IDEAL FOR LIVESTOCK GRAZING
VERY ACCESSIBLE W/DOUBLE ROAD FRONTAGE

sae i
IMUNISS - um - amot
maw IONE KtMANI- NMIRIMEHOMO
$10,000.00 DOWN,BALANCE IN 30 DAYS
NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!

THIS ONE COULD BE A SLEEPER!!
SELLING REGARDLESS OF PRTZEII
MAKE PLANS TO SE THE.NEll

JAMES R. CASH
Rt ..o/ p.. i it li
I

C

100X140 SOUTHWEST
Voila subdivision All city
Winn. reduced $17,500
753-4873 after Ilpro

SAT, APRIL 2ND,1:00 P.M.
125 ROLLING ACRES
GALL FOR A DETANJO NRINDISIW

I)

1212

MURRAY LEDGER &

lase
Tames

990 CHEVROLET '464
YOU MING, WE SELL, SS- t Meow's. VA WIC
7557400
PS If* PA good ares.
31 XXX miss Asking
$ 3'50 Cal 753- 7$37 elair 4 3m
Vasa
19'8 CUSTOM 20 awe
'985 FORD conversion ...so ruck pa. eic. good
$2,500
-in 1 cremer. 23)1XX ac- condition
53 0834 759-911136
....ae soles Mint oondiaon
489 2630
198.1 CHEVY pick up. long
'906 DODGE Caravan SE ranee+ base sack shill nor
owner exceptionally ma. condition $1400
•iairitarted highway miles 436 2102
,maculate condition
1988 CAC 4X4 1 owner.
S3 995 436 2669
•ed sat 59.XXX
exoelient onialieon $8.905
436 5814
1669 NISSAN pm, 61 XXX
miles aluTIMIT wheels
980 CHEVY pie 1 or.
&mint cassette black,
extra
adual-arles.
XXX
"6
$4.500 CM 753 2278
got 489-2630

For a clean sweep...

ep

JERRY GREEN
Insured • Bonded

(502) 753-9317

All Types 01

965 1 7 4 It AstroGiass
dc 150 Mercury eacelent
condition
1 owner
753 8828

Ala tree service Removal
trimming hauling & dean
up 492 8254

Int FORD Ranger XLT
pa, pob, ac amtm CM
seek 4 clic Sap 25 XXX
miles, 86 200 obo
759-1070

1965 BAYLINER Trophy
50h motor, toot controlled
toeing motor 2 depth an
den,live well many extras
$4 200 °ad 759 7992

A 1 carpentry work. house
plans drawn remodling
decks homes burn no lob
to smaii true estimates
Cali J&C Construction
436 5398

1991 FORD Supercab ea
tra nem loaded 40 XXX
nvies 1991 Ford Explorer
Eddie Bauer Edition extra
nice 70 XXX miles Days
n,ghts
7 53 5341
436-2640

I SIFT Mastercraft siu boat
excellent condition 425
hours custom trailer &
boom pole 753 7721 after
*el

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and swaying Free
estimates 753 0906 after
Spen 759 9816 753 0495

1076 GILES camper 26
AC turned, refrigerator.
gas Al you need for a tun
camping trip Sleeps
o* 5.
S. $2.300 or less
354-2690

1990 27 TIOGA motor
home 5.XXX miles Brand
new
condition
50 2 753 4389
or
502-753-5960

WE SELL'

and

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets_

• aroc ey
40 Seripary

5213

Bosa
& Motors _

And Soo at. Show...Qom •
Mara, Ostia/ lune)Illesaa
753-5940

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30. years ea
pitriienc•
BOBBY
HOPPER 436 5848

Al AL S hauling yard
work wee removal mow
ing Free estimates
759-1683

YOU BRING
753 7400

Custom Woodworking

•

Swam
011sial

115 MERCURY motor es
°silent condinon power
van Ball sleiniess Neel
prop Call 759-9455

SCAMPER 5th wheel 32ft
self contained electric:gas
retrintiralor gas hot water
heater ilbiC tut bath queen
bed very nice condition
759 9475

CUSTOM IUTCHEN CASINETS
GUSTO'S w000vioaruiec

Swam
Claspee

1968 RANGER blue lei
striping chrome now sun
root bearer MOM CM
seam, excellent condition
52 XXX mess Must tel
85 400 n•gotiablii
474 2272 Ask for KttStr1 or
leave message

1981 35F1 Avion Excellent
condition set up on lake
front lot in nice RV Park
502-436-2751

CM111.1111ICIAL & NOILSTIUAL

• *nett+
Iti-Week11.
or Oror-Tieor
Servo-es
• free estimators

MARCH 26, 1904

1 1'

lard
Towels

Ind
Oips

MONDAY

TIMES

HOUSEBOATS 5711 Carl
craft 48ft Nansens, 43f1
Cavan all *orgies'. al
have twin engines fly
bridges generators Newly
decorated exaseent me
chanical condilion
1502-7536855
USED boats motors. trail
era & savage parts for sale
Boat & motor repair AN
work & parts guaranteed
Wayne Dismal Maine Re
pair. Hwy 121 S
502-436-5464

1 1 1 1 A Huang, moving
Clear up odd jobs. tree
trimming tree removal
mukt hauling Free esti
Tim Lamb
mates
436 5744

ALPHA Builders Carpen
try remodeling porches
roofing concrete drive
ways painting mann,
nanoe etc Free esematei
489 2303
ANTENNA Repair and in
saltation Replace or instal
quality Channel Master an
tennas rotors and arca
tiers Beasley s Antenna
Buchanan
Service
901-642 4077
ANTIQUE refinishing furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
Ion Andy at The Appliance
Works 753-2455

A-1 A 1 f Joe s moving,
YOU BRING. WE SEW. mulching. TalkIn9. wee re'
m oval Free estimates
753-7400
436-2867

BACKHOE Service corn
pieta foundations septic
systems R H Nesbitt Ms
sore,. Phone 492 8516
pager 762 722)

COUNTERTOPS, cusiom
Homes, trailers OffICOS
Wulff's Recovery Murray
436 5560

BEST rates for lawns
mowed 753 6986
BAG Maintenance & lawn
care Free estimates Ask
Bill 7544490
BILL'S Window Cleaning.
Back to help with your
Spring
cleaning
Residential Commercial
753 5934
BOB S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaran
teed
753 1 134 or
436-5892
BREAKING & disking gerdens Yard landscaping
bush hogging 8 mulching
Free estimates 436-5430

now offering

PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS!
Pens. Mugs, Keychains,Buttons, Magnetic Business
Cards, Kites, Balloons, Desk Acoessones Memo
Boards, Pins and Many, Many More Products'

Call (502) 382-2306
We accept Ma or MasterCard

Dia1-A-Servic'
e

William Duncan
Building Contractor

....,
You Can Advertise Here For
5.00 per week — (13 week minimum)

Experienced builder of houses,
garages, pole barns & storage
buildings Also remodeling Call for
estimates, no job too large Or too
small

DIAL — 753-1916
(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes lor
motor Rome boats. RVs
and Mc Excellent protection, high quality excellent
value Roy Hal 7544664

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL &Deft system drive
ways hauling foundations
etc 756-4664

e8igns
is

BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates
753.459'

CHIN Chlm Chimney
Swope has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sal
chimney caps and screens
435-4191

WOOD MINS

II IA all around moenng„
trimming hauling Mark
435.2528
1 1 1 A Hauing. use trimming, tree removal. cleaning out sheds, attics. & odd
Jobs Fre* estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb

BACKHOE SERVICE
I3RENT ALLEN septic Sink
onstalabon, repair replacement 7501515

Swims
COW

Ilealsos
Masi

HADAWAY Construceon
Remodeling vinyl acting.
vinyl replacement win
doers, vinyl flooring
436-2052

RESIDENTIAL Rooting
Guaranleat work at me
minable ream Free Kb
movie 2Syrs experience
Repairs an old root or new
construction Call Rick
753 6566 or Mic
753 7864

SIMON
SIAM

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and sec
Call Gary at
vice
759-4754
CUSTOM bulldozing and
tackhoe MO*. septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm
CUSTOM bush hogging
& Mang (up to 6-deep)
489 2995
D & D Lawn Care Free
estimates 489 2296

HEATING Ron Hall Heatwig. Cooling and Electric
Co Service unit replacement and complies mall
ton Licensed gas instailer
Phone 435-4699
ITS erne to slat thinking
about mowing your yard
Cal Wayne's Lawn Set
vice, 4842342 Free me
mates Reasonable roles
JEFF'S Custom Closets
Closet organizers tor home
or office customed designed and installed Free
Estimate, 753-9581
JIM'S Garden Service
Gardens- breaking, die
lung, Ming Lawns- seeding
8 fertilizing new or existing
Blade work 8 bush.
hogging Reasonable
rates 753-3413
KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors, tree estimates
Wunt's Recovery. Murray,
KY 436-5560

DECK Masters Reasonable rates for quality work
For your free estimates call UCENSED tor electric and
Rick 753-6566 or Mc, gas 753-7203
753-7864
UGHT hauling tree trimDRYWALL finishing. re- ming and removal Call
pairs, additions and blow- 753-2320, leave message
ing ceilings 753-4761
Lill. LAWN SERVICE cornELECTRICAL-Ron Hall meroal or residential, tree
Heating, Cooling& ElecInc. estimates Call 753-4001
Inc Service, sales and in- after 5prn
stallation (502) 435-4699
MARRIED college student
435-4327
offers professional lawn
GAIL'S Creative Designs care and landscaping serComputer embroidery, vices 6yrs experience re9am-2pm 753-5745
ferences available, free esGENERAL Repair plumb- timates 759-4110
ing, roofing, tree work
MOWING, mulching and
436-2642
lawn care Free estimates
489-2280 or 753-9216
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding, pant- GUPTONS'S LAWN
ing Free estimates 18 CARE Lowest rates best
years experience Local re- care, free estimates
ferences 436-2701
489-2590

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting plumbing concrete Free estimates Call
474 2307
ROOFING, vinyl siding 8
replacement windows 30
years experience Free esumates Call 753-6158
SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Serval Gutter Co
753-6433
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill 753-2674
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsrnan 492-8742
SUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night,
753-5484
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed in
sured Estimate available
759-4690
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning
servicing $15, most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
1, Almo Open 9-12. 1-5,
Mon -Fri , 753-0530
WALKER'S cut 8 trim Free
estimates 436-2784
WHOLESALE carpet sales
& installation Residential
or commercial Randy Lee,
502-474-2796
WINDOW & door repair &
installation 753-2330
MULCH delivered Murray
436 5560
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

474-8267
aftii4ort rig.etric
...t,...r.... ,,.....•.

CA MP

.Canurieroat A Residential • Licensed &
• James C. Gallornore, Owner

SEPTIC TANKTANK CLEANING
'
Days Per

WOE*

MURRAY 753-9224

Poison Control
753-7588

MasterCard

RON HALL

. c•-.4§c ShOAR• -0...SE -,.,...11, • .1 A.o.E.V•aso ,
42alLavo.,
•...X,' A.+10
,
,010^

HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC,Inc.

808 Coidwater Rd.. Murray, KY • 759-1113.5

Genoa' Heating 1 Cooling Service 4 Installabon
Electoral Service & Installation
Licensed Gas Merchant

RON , HALL
HEATING, COOLING ar ELECTRIC, Inc.
Cwirai Hamm 1 Cooing Service A losiar4atior
1 L
frip
minz Eisanca
L SlirvC• a inssaiurcr
Murray, KY

Call Us Today!

753-1916

CLASSIFIED

NffirL.

(502) 435-4699
,

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service
....pile Tanks. Sewers A Hcud'sag

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO.

759-4685
Commercial Waste

Disposal .•

Ilii
testi 1-1..• Ail Types of Rennie Service
-

Call 489-21590

Chiropractor

753-2962

CM=

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary

lQoGl

Lamb's Small Engine
101 Industrial Road
P.O. Box 247
Murray, KY 42071

762-1100
,
RANDY THORNTON
COMPANY, INC.

BCS Tillers

Also Repair Work

&out Lamb
Rhchard Lamb

753-2925

Heating & Cooling

BLUEGRASS

'Serving Western Kentucky
for Over 57 Years'

40

LAWN MAINTENANCE
1VIL

muff an Chesut
tn Street

.
/(i Hord Th St,,p A Trone

Garden Tilling • Grader Blade Work
Bushhoggiog Lots

Custom

Murray, KY 42371
(502) 7534181

•

Business 8, Residentioll towns

Ask about
Sr Citizens
Discounts

Advertise Here!

50.2) 492-5122

Mowing • Trimming
Hedging • Edging

When you want quality lawn care

—

Phone

cnenou

Authorised
BRIGGS & STRATTON
and KOHLER
Service Cosa

Across from Southern States

Way o Start The Week!!
CARROLL'S wi-,,t aDial
Now —
GERALD

Mandl)
,sorvico...

Call for an appointment

Phil KlIby (502) 759-1896

Flarwowr Doiapsdarad Dada And Oilhar SOWArres
Small Crane Serpa • Rip Flap From Dame
Boat &Its • Boat Waned Pita Owen
Jim McNeely. Roue S Ike 244AA eareen. KY 42025
(6041644110

Experienced • Dependable

Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer

Res,anais • Con-erca • P,olesscra

753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Boat Dock Building & Repair

s 31

FREE
ESTOREATES

For th• best rates

'4

You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare does not ply 5676 on pert A; $100 on Part B.
Call me for more infonnabon.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

Complete Lawn Care & Bush Hogging

4892303

1 Kilby Carpet
f, Cleaning

MEDICARE
. SUPPLEMENT

LAWN CARE

Remodeling. garages, decks, porches, concrete
work, chain link fences Home maintenance

1-800-585-6033

Does Your Policy Pay 100%
at the Deductibles/

GUPTON'S

ALPHA BUILDERS

Bud Stewart, Route Manager

,

TUESDAY,MARCH 29,1994
(For your personalized daily,Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will hill you 99

.Your Source For Metal Rooting & Siding.
Days W'vows 1)00' T-acii a I roieys and i-s,,ation
10' rata Bu.oni;js
B...-lenvon• Ro Jityrf 299
Or/ce i502; 409-2722
kii„irray KY 4207'
Home 502; 489 2724

C.i:. Us Ar,!.-ne

(502) 435-4699

Murray, KY

Cal/
759-1588

free
Estimates

I

Purchase Area Communications
Eitsitkohai

faccosmal

IIIUM 11111 SERVICE'

ts SEPTic

Div ol Phone Censor col Murray

4
1)rf A LEXAN
IIIII.DER
A,

-Caller 1.0
-Telephone Systems
-Phone Jacks
-Intercom Systems
-Telephones
•Paging Systems
Into On Hold • Voice Mal

14172

Fat Modena

la

4
Ill

Any Toe 01 gaminess Comiundlion
Ille 909 JOHNNY ROBERSON ROAD ffi
Alo Jab Is Too lc Or Too Snag Ws Can Do I1 Al
MURRAY, KY 42071 • (502)753-5933

753-0342

affairs. A wonderful career offer
may require a move to another state.
forcing you to sever sortie ties.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Beware of spreading yourself too
thin. Conflicting commitments
could be catching up with you. Sort
out your priorities and seek help if
you need it. Respect your friends'
views even if you disagree.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): After
a heated discussion with someone at
work, you may feel like crawling
into your shell. Stop trying so hard
to make everything happen at once.
You must lay the groundwork first.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
An abrupt change at work could
cause some uncomfortable moments.
Do not despair! The end result will
be excellent. If you can, buy real
estate for investment purposes. Its
value will soar.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Contractual agreements may be
happy.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): in the spotlight. Trust your own
Someone may try to pick a fight. Be judgment! Be gracious and diplomature enough to avoid compound- matic when dealing with an
ing the error. Ignore anyone who has acknowledged expert.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
a jealous streak. Meeting a deadline
on time will preserve your reputa- Someone's negative comments may
be a bid for attention. Stay calm.
tion for reliability.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): Meditation will help you find meanAdopt a practical approach if you ingful answers. Postpone starting
decide to discharge some obliga- new projects, signing legal papers.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
tions. Financial backing is available
for a business expansion, but there The financial picture brightens.
will be strings attached. Say "yes" to Something that once looked hopeless turns out to have been a sound
loved one's offer of help.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): investment. Join a fraternal or proCovaider taking someone new into a fessional organization.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
business partnership. A romantic
relationship of long duration reaches Tread lightly today or you could set
a turning point. You could have off some fireworks. Maintain a sense
feelings of guilt. Accept the fact that of humor when dealing with higherups. Keep accounts up to date. Your
your priorities are changing.
LEO (July 23-Aug. ..2). Your social life begins to accelerate.
expectations are shifting regarding Repay someone •s hospitality.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN -THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Your career and family priorities
could change following a period of
soul-searching. Be true to your
ideals. Joint business ventures enjoy
favorable influences in June. Seize a
golden opportunity for you and your
mate to achieve long-term financial
security. A change in routine will
add new sparkle to a romantic relationship. Plan a special trip for early
in 1995. Wider public recognition
will be yours by next February.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: singer Pearl Bailey,
gymnast Kurt Thomas, tennis whiz
Jennifer Capriatri. actor Eric Idle.
ARIES (March 2I -April 19):
Act on your instincts when handling
money. Someone who works behind
the scenes will bring you glad tidings. A kind deed will win you a
new admirer. Romance is lively and

your professional and personal
-i rc_

Mowing

Tang

Hedge Trimming

Landscaping

1.1,
11 "1 Oil
1111 „
CI

_i

cents a minute.)

Mowing Time Is Nearly Here!
- CALL TODAY FOR FU ESTIMATE.

753-8222

TODAY'S CHILDREN will decide early on what they want out of life.
Filled with a pioneering spirit, these Aries are always eager to start something new They want to he explorers, going where no rine has gone before!
As adult.. they will he strongly interested in ens inmmental issues. Hardworking and reliable, these Aries need little super,mum on the job. They
take pride in their work, turning in a stellar performance.
irdirr • tr.oved and 14.40441 op. id leans Wan.IeW.wiii l.x4 Yelardai lot* and orc.e,
Heir ,v4J Fond Now KIM Oa Gad'• Pim.- lend IS 95 pie. SI pietree and aname vi
Asir.logt(
0 Andre.. and M0.4rri Pr) t.,i 419242 kan,a.( si 54,, 14141 Mae Aral, psyshIle io
knolveu• owl Ma Merl
1,1

MURRAY LEDGER 6 TIMES

MONDAY, MARCH 28, 1994
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LOOKING BACK

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, March 28, the 87th day of 1994. There are 278
days kit in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 28, 1979, America's worst commercial nuclear accident
occurred inside the Unit II reactor at the Three Mile Island plant near
Middletown, Pa.
On this date:
In 1797, Nathaniel Briggs of New Hampshire patented a washing
machine.
In 1834, the U.S. Senate voted to censure President Jackson for the
removal of federal deposits from the Bank of the United States.
In 1854, during the Crimean War, Britain and France declared war
on Russia.
In 1930, the names of the Turkish cities of Constantinople and
Angora were changed to Istanbul and Ankara.
In 1939, the Spanish Civil War ended when Madrid fell to the forces of Francisco Franco.
In 1978, a nuclear chain reaction began inside the Unit II reactor at
Three Mile Island.
In 1982, voters in El Salvador went to the polls for a constituent
assembly election that resulted in victory for the Christian Democrats,
led by President Jose Napoleon Duarte.
Ten years ago: Democrats Gary Hart and Walter F. Mondale
engaged in heated debate in New York, each charging misrepresentation of his policies by the other side. Two dozen tornadoes raked
North and South Carolina, killing 62 people and injuring more than
800.
Five years ago: President Bush sent three high-ranking officials to
Alaska to "take a hard look" at the Exxon Valdez oil spill in Alaska's Prince William Sound.
One year ago: Russian President Boris Yeltsin and his chief political rival, parliament speaker Ruslan Khasbulatov, claimed victory
after surviving attempts by the Russian tongress to oust them. About
10,000 people marched in Dublin, Ireland, to protest an IRA bombing
that claimed the lives of two young boys. Chinese Premier Li Peng
won a second term.
Today's Birthdays: Former secretary of state Edmund S. Muskie is
80. Former White House national security adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski is 66. Alaska Sen. Frank Murkowski is 61. ABC News correspondent Bill Greenwood is 52. Actor Ken Howard is 50. Actress Dianne
Wiest is 46. Country singer Reba McEntire is 39.
Thought for Today: "Guess, if you can, and choose, if you dare."
— Pierre Corneille, French dramatist and poet (1606-1684).

Tea years ago
Two local high school juniors
have been named to the finals of
Golden 100 Scholastic competition, April 1 and 2, at Murray
State University. They are Emily
Dunn of Calloway County High
School and Todd Orland Ross of
Murray High School.,
Twelve semi-finalists will
compete for the title of 14th Miss
MSU Scholarship Pageant on
March 31. The winner will represent Murray State University in
the Miss Kentucky Pageant.
Marshall County High School
beat Belfrey for the championship of 1984 Kentucky State
Girls Basketball Tournament
played at Richmond.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Cathey,
March 20, and a girl to Dr. and
Mrs. William G. Hart, March 21.

aahaty years ago
The history of Murray and Calloway County will be portrayed
as the next event in the Bicentennial celebration here as -The
Stubblefield Story," an operetta,
will be April 26 and 27 at Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State
University.
Jimmy Jarrett of Calloway
County High School, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Odell Jarreu. and Molly
Watson of Murray High School,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Watson, have been presented $50
scholarships by Creative Arts
Department of Murry Woman's
Club.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Rickie Lee Orr,
March 14; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Randy Shgekell, March 19; a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. James E. Lewis
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jim
fiailes- March 20_

Thirty years ago
Tennessee Valley Authority is
hiring the lint construction workers for Land Between the Lakes
Recreational area. Construction
of the facility will start about
April I.
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Bell spoke
on "More About Reading" at a
meeting of Calloway County
Branch of Association for Childhood Education held at Hazel
Elementary School.
Andrea Sykes, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Dick Sykes, has been
elected as secretary of Student
Organization at Murray State
College.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Kimbro
will be married for 50 years on
March 29.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Warren Queen, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Jackson, and

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY: I am writing in
response to "Fed Up in the Break
Room," who complained about a coworker who seemed obsessed with
food. I know they were referring to
me.
I thought I was being complimentary when I asked my co-workers what they brought for lunch
because it looked or smelled good
when it was being rewarmed in the
microwave oven.
Well, they don't have to worry. I
will never mention food again.
FED UP AND SHUT UP

the letter in your column about the
rude co-worker who always had to
know what everyone else had for
lunch.
Abby, I did not have to get past
the first two lines to realize that the
letter was about me. I was just trying to make conversation. I apologize to my co-workers whom I
offended. However, it isn't necessary for -others to skip lunch to
avoid me. A sudden change of subject, or the direct approach, would
have turned a lightbulb on in my
head. Sign me ...
SORRY IN ST. PAUL

4, •

DEAR ABBY: Recently I read

•• •
DEAR ABBY: The person who

thought it was necessary to ask you
how to tell people to "butt our of
their lunch bags obviously can't
handle the standard way to say,
"Knock it off — you bother me."
How about this: "It's a rude-a-begga
sandwich" ... or is that too subtle?
VANCE IN SAN DIEGO
•••

DEAR ABBY: I was disappointed
in your response to "Fed Up in the
Break Room." If the person's incessant talking about food is irritating,
someone should tell her about it. No
need to be brutal. You seemed to
assume that the person was doing
this deliberately to annoy people.

DAILY COMICS
BLONDIE
DAD, YOU KNOW HOW 1
WORKED ON MY
SW/N5 AND MY
TNROWING ALL.
WINTER
>

raiE, ANO TRIED AND
7RIED AND,GUESS WHAT?
MADE ri R5T-SIR iNE VARS
01.4

YEAH

VON,ALEXANDER
THAT'S GREAT

a boy to Mr and Mrs. Norman
Wilcox,
Forty years ago
An all time high total of
$7,804 was raised in the 1954
Polio Drive for Murray and Calloway County, according to Ray
Brownfield, chairman of Calloway County Chapter of Infantile
Paralysis.
Dr. Carroll Hubbard is speaker
at a revival meeting this week at
Memorial Baptist Church, Murray. He was the first pastor of the
local church.
Garrett Beshear has been
named as basketball coach and
teacher of physical education at
Murray Training School.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Blake Blankenship,
March 14,
Mr.,_,eind Mrs. Julius Sharpe
have,been vacationing with relathef_111_ Chalk= N.C.

SON,10U'RE A WERE YOU
CHIP OFF THE FIT sTRING
OLD BLOCK! yARSrTY,100,
DAC r

NO, BUT I TRIED

AND

AND TRIED

THE FAR SIDE
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By GARY LARSON

0
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\.\ ,
411111

Maybe she was just trying to make
to be friendly.
I would recommend starting
with a positive comment. For example: "You certainly have an interest
in food. Are you a gourmet cook?"
Then end with, "You seem very
interested in what I am eating, but
your curiosity about what I am eating detracts from my enjoyment. So
how about talking about other
things during break?"
JEAN, BETHLEHEM,PA.
•• •
DEAR ABBY: This is in response
to "Fed Up in the Break Room." I
think I know who wrote that letter.
Prior to this job, I worked for a
large firm in a large city. Every day
all of us would ask the o,thers what
they were having for lunch, if they
bought it, and if they cooked it, they
would ask for the recipe.
We did not consider it rude — we
considered it fun. We learned some
new recipes from diverse ethnic
groups, new restaurants and delis,
and the price of carryout food.
I think "Fed Up in the Break
Room" made a trivial, childish complaint. I didn't realize I was being
rude. And believe me, Abby, I have
learned my lesson. Hell will freeze
before I compliment anybody at
work about her cooking again!
TICKED OFF IN TUCSON
conversation,

•I
3-18

CALVIN and HOBBES

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
I DON7 cam A93vr BEING
APTID 1DSEITLE FOR
Ku4c, 16NORED.

3

-

las MOW

CATHY
THAT MUST BE MY ROOMMATE, YOUR FRIENDS r SAY AN,4-1
ARE SO YOUNG,
KENNY, AND HIS FRIEND,
THING,
ALEX I DON'T
CATHY r
SHAwNA GO IN AND SA,/ HI
KNOW WHAT
GUST BE
TO 5114 I
YOURSELF'

PUT ON SOME CLOTHES,
YOUNG LAD4 SHAME OM YOU
FOR OVER-PIERCING YOUR,
EARS! MO 60 TO 'NUR
ROOM {ANT% THAT NAIR
GROWS OUT, YOUNG MAN!

ITS 04.11iN6 HARD TO
BE MYSELF NOW TIM
MY MOTHER HAS TAKEN
CNER MY BRAIN,

The evolution of Medusa's hair

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
HEY, SHogr ONE,
DON'T GET FILL
EYCITtD!•- tug
1307}1PRV isN'T
-Fat MOTHER

POPPY ESAFDAV ID ME! ,
HAPPy BIRFDAVTO ME'

4D/SiI

GARFIELD
THERE'S ONLY ONE
THING TO PO

1 Pigpen
4 — Raton,
Florida
8 Clown's
name
12 "— Haw"
13 — Picone
14 God of love
15 Snakelike fish
16 Disgusts
18 Easy — —
20 Lifeless
21 — route
22 Equality
23 Obiect of
devotion
27 Bright color
29 Friend
30 Prison
compartmerits
31 Roman two
32 Sales agent
33 On behalf of
34 "— Traviata"

38 Rodent
39 Brave person
40 Actor —
Harrison
41 Exist
42 Sly look
44 Stallone film
47 Follower of
89th
51 Wide shoe
size
52 German city
53 Okinawan
seaport
54 Household
god
55 High cards
56 Stair
57 Theater sign
(abbr.)
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
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OVER
TINA
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MA
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DOSAGE
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IMO
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6 Of the tail

1 New York
stadium
2 Golf pegs
3 Cried out
4 Nota —
5 Eggs

7 Goose genus
8 More round
and shiny
9 Fragment
10 Attorney —
Baird
11 Forerunner of

2o

UU

PEANUTS

I'D HATE TO HAVE A JOB
UNERE YOU HAD TO GET UP
EARLY IN THE MORNING..

I'D NATE TO HAVE A JOB
UJHERE YOU STAYED IN THE

SAME PLACE ALL DAY..

I'D HATE ID HAVE A JOB
WHERE YOU HAD TO BE
NICE TO EVERYBODY..

CIA

17 Apiece
(abbr )
19 Not out
22 Soft food
35 Bawler
24 Deciliter
37 Free (of)
(abbr )
25 Pitcher
1
2
3
10
11
4
5
6
7
ill 9
26 Future attys.'
exam
27 Wealthy
12
14
13UUU
28 Ireland
29 Through
15
30 Food fish
i
lia
32 Unlocks
18
is
again
33 Repair
II 24 Mil
21
22
36 Negative
prefix
37 Say *gain
l. WI
WIIUUU 38 Revolutionaries
40 Harness
NI
hil
11111
Wil
iii
straps
41 Actress II
ill
ill
Derek
43 ''— tu,
Id
ill•
ilU
Brute"
iii
42 ill
44 Fellow
WM 45 Back section
46 Of aircraft
Mini
47 Basketball
org
48 Olympit org.
49 Compass pt.
SO "In — Mood"
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 64-year-old
female with COPD, have little stamina, and get short of breath with exertion. I'm sure cigarette smoking for 40
years caused or exacerbated the condition. My doctor has suggested I
move from this area that has an altitude of 4,600 feet. Where in the United
States is the air oxygen-rich, as I really need to investigate and compare a
couple of areas before making a
move?
DEAR READER: Patients with
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease are unable to get enough oxygen
into their bloodstreams, causing
shortness of breath and diminished
stamina. For this reason, most
patients are helped by breathing supplemental oxygen, delivered through
nasal prongs from a tank of oxygen or
an oxygen concentrator.
Because supplemental oxygen is so
readily available, most physicians
simply prescribe it, rather than insisting that their patients move to other
parts of the country.
Remember that the higher the altitude, the "thinner" the air and the
less oxygen. Thus, if a change in residence is the option you choose, you'll
have to consider communities at sea
level, such as along the coast or in the
Midwest. Even so, you will probably
have to use supplemental oxygen_
Nonetheless, the lower the altitude,
the richer the oxygen supply in the
air.
As part of your decision, you will
want to be alert to other factors, too,
such as air pollution. Therefore. I'd
recommend staying away from dense
urban or industrial areas, such as
New York or Los Angeles, because air
pollution can be more dangerous than
high altitude.
Frankly, I'd stay where you are and
use supplemental oxygen, an option
that would be far less drastic and
expensive than leaving friends and
family for a far-away residence
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Living With Chronic Lung
Disease "
DEAR DR. GOTT: How long will it
take for a tumor the size of an apple to
form in the colon' Would heavy drinking contribute to the growth?
DEAR READER: Some tumors
grow slowly over years. other malignancies could reach the size of an
apple in weeks. Therefore, the answer
to your question depends on the type
of tumor_
For example, some malignancies
contain cells that appear so abnormal
that a pathologist cannot identify the
source of the growth These tumors
are highly malignant and will grow
rapidly.
On the other hand, some malignancies show fairly organized cellular
structure, and are considered lobs
less "aggressive" (malignant) than
the type I mentioned before. The
characteristics can be determined by
a biopsy.
Excessive alcohol consumption is
statistically associated With certain
malignancies in the gastrointestinal
tract.
c im4. MP:II/SPAM ENTE/WISIVEIR
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National Nutrition Month being observed

DEATHS
Mrs. Burke Dublin
Mrs Bailie Dublin, 86, Mayfield, died today at 7.10 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Northside Church of Chnst. Mayfield. He had
been employed for 32 years at Merit Clothing Company, Mayfield
Born Aug. 21, 1907, in Graves County, she was the daughter of the
Lite William Frank Hall and Sarah Edith West Hall. One sister, Mrs.
Gladys Lawson, and two brothers. Gone Frank Hall and Jim Hall, pre,cried her in death
Surv iy01% include her husband. Kirksey Dublin. two daughters, Mrs.
Lakin Mane Longham, Rt. I, Sedalia, and Mrs. Henrietta Shepherd
and husband, Harry, Jacksonville, Ra.; throe sons, Donald Edward
!)ublin and wife, Sue, Sedalia, Richard Anell Dublin and wife.
Eleanom, Schoult, Texas, and Hall Franklin Dublin and wife, Jan.
Orlando. Fla.; one sister, Mrs. Viola Sehroader, Murray; two nieces.
Mn. Bonnie Frances and husband, Anthony, Phoenix, Anz., and Mrs
Edith Warren and husband. J.C.. Sedalia; two nephews, Dean Lawson.
Detroit, Mich., and Lynnwood Schrader, nine grandchildren; 10 greatisandchildren
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m in the chapel of Miller
Funeral of Murray. Burial will.follow in Lassiter Cemetery in Callo.% a County.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Tuesday.

Mrs. Irbanell White
Itbanell White, 80, Rt. I, Murray. died Sunday at 10:40 p.m.
s!urra-Calloway County Hospital.
she was married Jan. 13, 1933, to Fooks White who died June 3,
-061 One sister. Mrs. Mary Oval Colley, also preceded her in death
Mrs. White was a member of Antioch Church of Christ. Born June
1. 1913. in Graves County. she was the daughter of the late William
Martin Williams and Willie Lawrence Williams.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Carol Harrison and husband.
Charles. Murray, and Mrs. Deanna Canter and husband, Lloyd, Rt. I.
Murray: five grandchildren. Jana Tidwell and husband, Rodney, Dar'rn
Harrison, Barry Canter and wife, Cindy, Brad Canter and
wife. PAM and Brent Canter and wife. Molly; three great:i.aridchildren. Garth Tidwell, Elyse Canter and Jennifer Canter: one
nephew, Al Butctn Colley Jr. and wife. Linda. Sedalia.
the funeral will be Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home Dr Harvey Lynn Elder will
Burial will follow in Mt. Pleasant Cemetery near Pilot Oak.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Tuesday.

Mrs. Mildred Jones Rudolph
Mrs. Mildred Jones Rudolph, 76, Rt. 3. Kest,. died Friday at 10:Po
;•.rn at Life Care Center, LaCenter.
She was a member of Pleasant Valley Cumberland Presbyterian
Church of Ballard County; past matron of Bandana Chapter of the
tirder of the Eastern Star: and a past president of Ballard Counts
Homemakers and Kentucky State Angus Breeders Auxiliary.
Born in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Harry
Jones and Bruce Robertson Jones One brother. Jimmy U. Jones, also
:,receded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Charles Rudolph, to whom she had
Peen marned for 56 years: one daughter. Mrs. Joyce Clarke and hushand. Ron, Punta Gorda. Fla.. two sisters, Mrs. Dorothy Blakley and
nusband. R.W., and Mrs. Billie Cohoon and husband. Vernon, and a
ister-in-taw, Mrs, Joan Cohoon Jones, all of Murray: two grandsons:
o.so great-granddaughters: several nieces and nephews.
The funeral is today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Jones Funeral Home,
.Center. The Res. Charles %Vestall is officiating. Burial will follow
!n NeedmoTe Cemetery.

By Juan Bechar MS.E.d.
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National Scouting Museum
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For Our Year?
No Mutual Fees!
Guaranteed Return ii Principal!
Multi* Income Features!
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Hazel Baptist Church
invites you to a

Mrs. Ida Jewell Thompson

REVIVAL

Funeral rites for Mrs. Ida Jewell Thompson were today at 11 a.m.

n the chapel of Filbeck-Cann Funeral Home,
Benton. The Res

,s•orge Culp Jr. and the Rev. Mike Litre!' officiated.
Burial was in Jackson-Starks Cemetery.
Mrs. Thompson, 90, Marshall County, died Saturday at 2:25
a m at
. ong Term Care Unit of Marshall County
Hospital, Benton
Preceding her in death were her husband, Leonard B. Thompson.
• ar daughters, Patsy Lynn Darnell, Ina Thompson. Peggy Jewell
,
..,nipson and Louise Thompson: one son. James (Country,
Thomp-n her parents. George and Greenville Houser McGregor:
two sisone brother.
sap.iwrs include one daughter, Mrs Rosebud Darnall,
two sons,
• D Thompson and Jerry B.
Thompson, two Sisters, Mrs:" Audrey
and Mrs. Kathleen Austin, all of Benton: 22 grandchildren: 33
.
,rand.hildren. 13 great-great-grandchildren
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Graveside services for Mrs. Marie Hammack were today at 10 a.m.
at Crittenden Memonal Park. Marion, Ark. Roller -Citizens
Funeral
Home. West Memphis, Ark., was in charge of arrangemen
ts.
Memorial contributions may be made to First Presbyterian
Church,
West Memphis, Ark., where she was a member.
Mrs. Hammack, 87, Marion. Ark.. died Thursday at
Memphis,
Tenn.
Survivors include her husband. James Wallace Hammack Sr.:
one
on. Dr. James W. Hammack Jr., Murray: three sisters,
Mrs. Albert
Dotherow. Orlando, Fla., Mrs. June Burnette, San Antonio,
Texas, and
Mrs. Annie Lou Eskew, Birmingham, Ala.: one brother,
W. J. Wofford Jr., Millport. Ala.: two grandchildren.

March 27 - April 1
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Mrs. Marie Hammack
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food checks which may be redeemed for prescn bed foods at
approved grocery stores. Every two
or three months a return visit to the
health center is necessary to receive
another set of food checks.
Although eligibility for this program is based on income, it is
available to many working families.
For instance, a family of four earning S27.380 (effective April I.
1994) or less may be eligible to
receive foods from WIC.
In addition to the supplemental
foods,individuals are provided with
education concerning the best and
most nutritious ways to use these
and other foods. This can help WIC
participants make a permanent improvement in the eating habits and
nutritional status of themselves and
their families.
The WIC program is one of many
programs from the Purchase District
Health Department designed to improve the quality of life for those of
us living in Western Kentucky. To
learn more about the WIC program
or any of the health department
programs, call your local health
center. The Calloway center can be
reached at 753-3381.
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Services:
Sunday

6:30 p.m.

Monday-Friday

7:00 p.m.

Bro. Bob Mason - Evangelist
Bro. Tim Adcock - Pastor
Special Singing • Nursery Provided

Everyone Welcome!
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HI WARD
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Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366
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Get Your
Full Spinal Examination!
(NO OBLIGATION - NOTHING TO PAY)

YOU MAY HAVE ONE OF THESE
16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES!
1 Low Back Pan
2 Headaches
3 Shoulder Pain
4 ruthrths

5 Dvioness
6 Sore Elbows
7 Neck Pain
8 Indigestion

9
10
11
12

Numb Hands
Bursetts
Pain clown I eqs
Muscle Spasms

Itostodi Mete, York, Bobble Mikes, J•mate Cetermaa. Juan Noremorthy. Koah York
cad Itelei• York.

13 Numb F
14 Hp Paw
15 Tictit Mu
16 Ach4ng Feet

FIND OUT N OW whether contra.protessonal chiropractic care can relieve your

Oakwood Studio
753-7050
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AskUs About
Forethought° Funeral Planning
D Dams

Nimoi att. D C

This entire erafrysiaigat us FREE
II you want mere care and treatment
we do all the paperwork

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER 759-1116
Lao
FREE
J
12th St (at Univirrany Square) Murray,

Blalock-Coleman

COUPON WITH YOU
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Hornr °waled and Operated

CALL NOW HHir,,,

KY 42071
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Funeral Home, Inc.

FREE LIMITED TIME OFFER Call for your appointment TODAY!
301 N

COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS
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713 South Fourth St.

753-6800
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